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ABQ Free Press Pulp News
compiled By abq free press staff

Self-inflicted

A man berating another motorist after
rear-ending her car was run over by
his own pickup truck, the Gainesville
Sun reported. Joseph Carl, 48, was
charged with drunken driving after
the incident, which left him with a
fractured hand and foot. Police said
he registered a blood alcohol level
of .22 percent, nearly three times the
threshold for drunken driving.

Just ducky

A New Hampshire woman was
ticketed for stopping on a highway
median to save two stranded ducklings whose mother had been run over
by a car. Police cited the woman for
non-emergency use of a highway median. “Stopping for an injured duck
or ducklings is not what we would
consider to be an emergency,” a New
Hampshire State Police spokeswoman
said. The driver, who is contesting the
$100 ticket in court, said she’d do it all
over again if given the chance.

CALLING ALL PETS
“Gingy,” a 7-month-old male, loves hanging out in 15-year-old Deanna Lee
Saavedra’s room. The kitten’s name started as “Ginger,” but eventually
evolved. “We found him on the street,” Deanna said.
If your pet is this cute, we
want to see a picture; send
us a high-resolution jpeg as
an email attachment with a
description of what he or she
is doing in the photo.

Send it to
petphotos@freeabq.com

Include your name, phone number,
and your pet’s name, and we’ll try to
reserve their spot in the pet parade.

If you have to ask…

The Pentagon overpays for just about
everything—from jet fighters to
prescription drugs. The seven-yeardelayed, now-grounded F-35 Joint
Strike Fighter has cost $400 billion, or
about $160 billion over budget. Now,
the Government Accountability Office
reports the plane will take $1 trillion
a year to operate and support, which
even the Pentagon agrees is too much.
The Pentagon sometimes pays as
much as 60 percent more than other
branches of government for exactly
the same prescription drugs.

Musician evicted

A 97-year-old man was kicked out
of his nursing home for refusing to
obey an order from managers to stop
playing his ukulele. “Management
continually suppressed my talents,”
Jim Farrell said. “Management would
stop me and say these words: ‘Go
back to your room!’” After being
evicted he ended up in a homeless
shelter. After his plight appeared
in a local newspaper, Napa Valley
residents pitched in to help him move
to a new place.

Search for life

A NASA probe set for launch in 2018
will search for evidence of life on
planets beyond our solar system.
The $8.8 billion James E. Webb Space
Telescope will go into orbit almost a
million miles above Earth and scan
other solar systems. Its 21-foot-diameter mirror array will search for the
infrared fingerprints of chemicals that
we associate with life – oxygen and
carbon dioxide – in the atmospheres
of planets billions of miles away.

Happy cities

Richmond, Va., ranks as the happiest
city and New York City is the most
unhappy, according to a survey by
the National Bureau of Economic
Research, a Massachusetts think tank.
Albuquerque appears to be a mildly
happy city while Las Cruces is mildly
unhappy. Overall, New Mexico ranks
as a mildly happy state. The survey
concluded most of the unhappiest
places are in the Midwest.

MSNBC Pranked by ‘Witness’
By abq free press staff

T

cont. on page 24

his is a transcript of an MSNBC
broadcast of news about the downing of Malaysian Airlines flight 17
over Eastern Ukraine. The anchor
involved, Krystal Ball, was speaking
with a person who claimed to be a
witness to the shootdown:
Ball: Let’s turn now to an MSNBC
exclusive. U.S. Staff Sgt. Michael Boyd
is at the U.S. Embassy in Ukraine and
says that he saw a missile in the air hit
the plane. He is on the phone with us.
Sergeant, are you there?
Boyd: Yes, I’m here, can you hear me?
Ball: I can, please tell us what you
saw there on the ground in Ukraine.

www.freeabq.com
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Boyd: Well, I was looking out the
window, and I saw a projectile flying
through the sky, and it would appear
that the plane was shot down by a
blast of wind from Howard Stern’s ass.
Ball: So it would appear that the
plane was shot down. Can you tell
us anything more from your military
training of what sort of missile system
that may have been coming from?
Boyd: Well, you’re a dumb—,
aren’t you?
Ball: I’m sorry, sir. All right, we’re
going to take a quick break, and we’ll
be back with all the latest next.
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Let’s Face Facts, Albuquerque,
Justin St. Germain Was Right
By Dan Vukelich

A

lbuquerque,
we have a
problem.
And it goes way
beyond the Albuquerque Police
Department.
We have a
self-image of an
upbeat, growing
Western town with
an ethnically diverse population that has
great weather and great opportunities –
in short, a great place to live and work.
So, when Justin St. Germain, a
recently departed former University of
New Mexico professor, wrote an op-ed
piece for the New York Times, “Goodbye
Albuquerque, Land of Violence,” a lot
of people here got themselves wrapped
around the axle over it.
Prominent people started unloading on
him and his motive.
To that, I’d ask, where have these
people been for the past 30 years? Do
they not watch TV news or read the
newspaper? Do they all live in gated
communities?
Albuquerque has been an exceptionally violent place for a long time.
When I arrived here from Chicago as
a police and courts reporter decades
ago, I was struck by the violent-crime
rate. The previous year, Chicago, a
town about 10 times the population of
Albuquerque, had set a city record for
homicides at about 600. The same year,
Albuquerque had 60 homicides.
A few years later, while working on a
project that involved a lot of accident
statistics, the people who provided the
data suggested I do an analysis of the
people responsible for most DWIs and a
lot of the city’s violent crimes. “You’ll find
there are really only about 200 people.
We refer to them as the ‘Saturday Night
Gun, Knife and Bottle Club,’” one of the
researchers said.
I’d guesstimate the club’s membership
is probably around 5,000, and they now
meet every night of the week.
There have been homeless people in
Downtown for as long as anyone can

remember. People have been panhandling
on most freeway exit ramps for almost as
long. What’s changed is that a gang of feral
teens grew so accustomed to them that
they began killing them for kicks.
A columnist for another newspaper
once wrote about being burglarized. He
was surprised by the reaction of others
to his misfortune. People told him that
in Albuquerque, it was a matter of not if,
but when, one gets burglarized.
No surprise, drugs play a large role
in this city’s problems – the homeless
problem, the violent crime problem and
many of the police shootings. Not to minimize the problems at APD, but in their
defense, the cops face an ever-growing
crowd of armed people with local gang or
Mexican cartel ties willing to draw down.
It’s like the Wild West out there.
But back to Justin St. Germain. He’s
not the problem. The people who would
bash him for telling the truth are the
problem. It’s time for them – and us – to
stop pretending that Albuquerque is just
about blue skies, chile and balloons.
There’s a lot right with this burg, but
there’s an awful lot wrong with it. What
we need are city leaders ready to lead.
If you know of any, would you have them
give me a call?
In a sense, Albuquerque gets its
self-image from TV. We see our happy
selves on “Good Morning America”
every year during the balloon fiesta, for
example. But we also get a steady diet
of who we are through the parade of
perp walks and orange jumpsuits shuffling before the camera during remote
Metro Court arraignments.
Bill Diven, a veteran of TV news, who
only recently left KRQE – for the last
time, he says – gives us an insider’s
view of how TV news works in this town.
The violence that disgusted Justin St.
Germain is the junk-food of TV news
and a nightly reminder of what’s happening on our streets.
Dan Vukelich is the editor of ABQ Free
Press. Reach him at editor@freeabq.com.

Corrections

A photo caption in the July 30 issue misidentified the position held by Darren White.
At the time the 2009 photo was taken, White was the Bernalillo County sheriff.
In our July 16 Photo Contest issue, we misspelled the name of the photographer
of “A Brief Landing” and “Little Green Egret.” His name is John Boedeker.
In the July 30, issue, we misidentified the photographer of the composite Hamlet
photo. The photographers were Philip J. Shortell and James Cady.
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Could Marijuana Ballot Question Be a Cruel Hoax?
BY PETER ST. CYR

T

housands of Albuquerque residents planning to
vote in favor of a marijuana decriminalization
initiative may be surprised by the political realities
of city government when they sit down at a voting
booth in November.
Despite all the recent ruckus, odds are good the
issue will be missing from the ballot.
City Councilor Ray Garduño wants voters to
inform the council, via a nonbinding advisory ballot
question, whether it should adopt an ordinance to
reduce civil fines and eliminate 15-day jail sentences
for people caught with less than an ounce of pot.
The two-term councilor said he was confident
he would get five of nine votes for the proposal at
the Aug. 18 City Council meeting but conceded he
needed at least one Republican to side with Democrats to make it veto-proof.
Mayor Richard Berry hasn’t publicly indicated
whether he supports giving city voters a voice on the
issue, but analysts tell ABQ Free Press he’s likely to
veto the proposal. And Republican councilors ABQ
Free Press talked to aren’t inclined to help Garduño.
Why that one Republican vote matters is this: Unless the City Council can find six votes to override
the veto, the marijuana question dies right there.

If the proposal passes 5-4, it goes
to the mayor, who can veto it.
Unless the City Council can find
six votes to override the veto, it
dies right there
And even if the proposal overcomes those early
City Hall hurdles, neither the mayor nor councilors
are legally required to follow the will of the voters.
The nonbinding plebiscite could pass the council, be
allowed to appear on the ballot, then come back to
the City Council for drafting of the actual enforcement ordinance. But with only five Democratic
councilors’ support, it would face the threat of
another mayoral veto – and the whole effort, if it
gets that far, would have been for nothing.
That’s why marijuana advocates at the Drug Policy
Alliance of New Mexico and Progress Now New
Mexico had hoped to bypass the politicians altogether. Their own direct initiative, if approved, would
have automatically changed existing ordinances and
instructed police to make marijuana possession their
lowest law enforcement priority.
That independent initiative went into limbo after
interim City Clerk Trina Gurule and Assistant City
Attorney Greg Wheeler admitted they provided the
incorrect number of qualifying petition signatures to
the groups. The two advocacy groups said they were
considering their legal options.
Councilor Trudy Jones, a Republican up for reelection in Albuquerque’s Northeast Heights in 2015,
said she planned to vote against Garduño’s proposal
because she’s not in favor of “feel good legislation.”

Peter St. Cyr

An employee of the Minerva Canna Group of Los Ranchos models a $10.50 pre-rolled joint packaged and sold in the “Doob Tubes.”

“We have a representative democracy,” Jones said.
“Referendums like these are destroying California.”
Garduño said, in light of the signature fiasco, his
only goal is to give voters a voice on the issue this fall.
Northwest-side Councilor Dan Lewis championed
a similar advisory question that gave voters a
nonbinding say on red light traffic camera enforcement in 2011. In that case, the City Council went
along with the voters.

‘We have a representative
democracy. Referendums like
these are destroying California’
– Councilor Trudy Jones

This time, Lewis said he is prepared to protect
citizens’ rights to participate in local government,
provided they collect at least the minimum number of
petition signatures required by the Albuquerque City
Charter – which, apparently, the pot reformers did not.
Councilor Don Harris, who challenged the original
signature calculation, was unsympathetic to petition
organizers. “They were 20 percent short of the
original number of signatures that were required,”
Harris said. “And nowhere close to the 14,218
actually needed.”

Even if the pot law is ultimately relaxed in Albuquerque, a new ordinance likely would face a legal
challenge. Legal experts have said city laws can’t
pre-empt state or federal statutes.
“It’s something state legislators should be considering,” Jones said. The 2014 Legislature declined to
give a hearing to a proposed constitutional amendment on marijuana early this year.
Harris and Lewis believe the initiatives are simply
a gimmick to boost voter turnout for Democrats
in Albuquerque. “I disagree with a bill that screws
with a city ordinance to try to drive people to the
polls in a state election,’ Lewis said.
Davis said he doesn’t see a marijuana decriminalization proposal as a path to victory for Democratic
candidates. Instead, he said, some level of marijuana
legalization is an issue that cuts across party lines in
New Mexico.
UNM student Mark Torrez, who turned 21 in
May, wants a chance to vote on marijuana. Torrez
celebrated his birthday by downing alcohol with
friends. The ritual was fun, but Torrez admits booze
isn’t his first choice. “I prefer pot,” he said. Whether
the young waiter will get a say on marijuana reform
in November remains in doubt.
To contact the reporter, email: Peter.StCyr@gmail.com.

Medical Marijuana Update, Page 9
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An Insider’s Guide to Local TV News
BY BILL DIVEN

W

ith so much of Albuquerque’s news coverage
driven by the three over-the-air TV stations, the
typical TV viewer ought to have a primer on how
and why things make it onto the news each night.
So, let’s start with the basics.

On the air

The anchorperson usually is reading what
somebody else – a reporter, producer or even on rare
occasions, the news director – wrote for them. If they
stumble through a story, they probably didn’t read it
aloud to themselves before going on air.
Chitchat on the news set may be planned by topic
but is not scripted or rehearsed. Other times, it flows
spontaneously from a story just aired, which is a
scenario that carries its own risks. Take the anchorwoman ad-libbing on a story about spit-shined
shoes and she meant to say, “That’s a lot of spit” but
instead said it was a lot of something else.
The news, weather and sports people generally
do like each other, unlike the male co-anchors in
El Paso who punched each other out during the
first commercial break of the 10 p.m. newscast.
Albuquerque’s anchors may not socialize together,
and some tend to be recluses, given the downside of
being a celebrity in our medium-market city.
People seen in the background during newscasts
are real news people, not actors (unless they get
busier when the camera is on). Functional newsrooms have become studio sets for live shots and
extra camera angles intended to give the impression
of a team working hard on local stories.
The 1950s are called the Golden Age of Television
largely because entertainment shows broadcast live,
meaning anything might happen. Same with TV
news live in the field where you can only ask people
not to misbehave. That’s why newscast producers
and reporter-photographer teams dread boozy
crowds during local Super Bowl Sunday coverage or

Liz Lopez

Tessa Mentus and Tom Joles, co-anchors of KOB Eyewitness News 4, talk during a break in a recent 6 p.m. newscast. TV news, weather and sports people
generally do like each other, but two male co-anchors in El Paso once threw punches during a break in a 10 p.m. newscast.

anything downtown on Friday and Saturday nights.
Only the presence of an extra photographer saved
the day when a homeless woman in the background
of a live shot stripped naked, took a dip in the
Alvarado Square fountain and charged toward
the camera during an interview with an FBI agent.
(Within an hour or so, the agent was fielding laughing calls from FBI headquarters in Washington.)
“Live from Downtown” means live from the roof
of the downtown TV station. Like newsroom lives
shots, it’s another studio set that doesn’t involve
travel or use of a microwave or satellite truck.
Writing coaches try, but largely fail, to banish
clichés and lame phrases like “we reached
out to ... ,” “speaks out,” “rushed to a hospital,”
“completely destroyed” (it’s either destroyed or
not), “first annual” (if it’s first, it’s not annual yet),
you get the idea. Lively writing with active verbs
appears not to be a priority.
Perhaps the biggest cliché in TV is pointing a
microphone at a victim’s relative and asking, “How
does it feel that your loved one is dead, maimed,
under arrest?” At worst, it’s an offensive invasion.
At best, it’s a lazy question from someone unable to
be specific or creative.
You’re not alone if spelling errors in TV graphics aggravate you. Most graphics are written by producers,
their assistants and reporters under deadline pressure.
Unlike newspapers, there is no copy editor checking
their work, just retired English teachers and other
agitated viewers writing to complain after the fact.

Behind the Scenes

News departments plan coverage in weekday
meetings at about 9 or 9:30 a.m. for the day shift and
1:30 or 2 p.m. for nightside. These committees can
include the news director, other news managers,
newscast producers, reporters and photographers.
All are welcome to propose stories.
Reporters are expected to mine sources and
come up with their own story ideas. Failing that, a
well-timed phone tip or a newspaper story too big to
ignore will suffice.
Behind a smooth newscast may be pitched battles
among the newscast producers over who gets which
story.
The real brains of the newsroom? The assignment
manager, who juggles phones, live and satellite
trucks, helicopters, story meltdowns and newsroom
personalities while monitoring police radio scanners
and making dozens of phone calls a day. Look for
him or her in the background at a raised desk overlooking the producers, assistant producers, reporters
and an occasional wandering photographer.
Stations generally lease their helicopters for a
certain number of hours a month. Extra hours are
expensive, but stations will blow out the budget
for big stories and public emergencies. Assignment
managers salivate over the prospect of having news
drones to play with.
The police scanner and breaking news will disrupt
any well-planned news day.
cont. on page 10
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Goodbye, Summer of Pain;
Hello Fall of Apathy

Letting Go of ‘Wax Man’
At Burning Man

By JOE MONAHAN

BY EFRAIN VILLA

W

The Albuquerque market

The Federal Communications Commission divides
U.S. television into 210 TV Designated Market Areas
based on audience size. Albuquerque-Santa Fe ranks
47th just behind Greensboro-High Point-Winston
Salem, N.C., and ahead of Jacksonville, Fla. (New
York City is No. 1).
The Albuquerque DMA, with 691,000 TV
households, reaches into 30 of New Mexico’s 33
counties as well as into northeastern Arizona and
southwestern Colorado. Three Texas markets –
Amarillo, Midland-Odessa and El Paso – claim parts
of eastern, southeastern and southern New Mexico.
While Albuquerque stations promote statewide
coverage, our second-biggest city, Las Cruces, is
largely ignored because it’s in DMA No. 91, El
Paso, Texas. This is a relic from the early days of
weak signals and no retransmission sites. When Las
Cruces news does appear here, it’s usually video
shared by an El Paso station with the same network
affiliation. (Not surprisingly, Las Cruces viewers are
sick of Texas politics.)

COLUMNS

e’re big fans of
summer, but
we’re ready to say
good riddance to
the Summer of ‘14,
which has shaped
up as a mean, nasty
season.
It started in June
with the Brookings Institution pronouncing Albuquerque the only metro area in
the U.S. in a double-dip recession.
Then came the gruesome slaying of
two homeless men by three teenagers,
followed by four women being shot
—one of them fatally. And the deadly
police shootings continued relentlessly even as the investigation into the
Albuquerque Police Department by the
Department of Justice continued outside
of public view.
About the only uplifting news we’ve had
is that the statewide drought has been
relieved by heavy monsoon rains, and
that the southern New Mexico chile crop
is not suffering from any plant diseases.
Unfortunately, the tears flowing in this city
have resulted from the bleak news, not
the pleasurable sting of red or green.
Surely, it’s time for fall and the delights
of the State Fair and the Balloon Fiesta.
Good riddance, Summer of ‘14. You
won’t be missed.
Three years and three months. That’s
how much longer Mayor Berry has left on
his second and what he says will be his
final term. Given the state of the city, that
has to be one of the longest three years
ever faced by a New Mexico politician.
Berry was re-elected in a landslide last
October. That seems like ten years ago.
One of the rites of fall in an election
year is political debates, but it remains
uncertain how many face-offs we will
be treated to between Republican Gov.
Susana Martinez and Democratic rival
Gary King. So far, only one joint appearance has been confirmed. Martinez is
not known for being comfortable in the
debate format; she is more effective
communicating from a script.
That’s one reason she is shying away
from the confrontations. The other is
her lead in the polls. If her numbers
sink, she will be more willing to appear
with King. If not, we’ll probably see King
and Martinez together no more than a
handful of times. We look forward to
being wrong with that prediction. If a
state ever needed a series of debates
over its future, this is the one.
King had a big break in late July when
the Rasmussen poll declared that the
governor’s race was tied at 43 percent.
The poll was widely derided as inaccurate,

but it gave King an opportunity to build
some momentum. So what happened?
The Dem nominee failed to raise
sufficient funds to put up TV ads, and
he made a decision not to pay for any
ads out of his own pocket. Meanwhile,
Martinez took a brief break from the
tube but came out swinging again when
August rolled around.
Among the leading economic indicators
we’re tracking: The Lexus guy has been
on TV with ads talking about how people
are complaining that they can’t afford
luxury. So, he says he can put you in a
lower-end model for only $269 a month.
Seems even the upper-income folks, too,
are feeling the pinch these days.
And, sadly, while local favorite Dion’s
says it has raised $10 million to fund
an expansion, none of that expansion
will be in Albuquerque, where the pizza
chain started as a sandwich shop in
1978. Not to worry. Dion’s has no plans
to deprive you of your pepperoni. The
Albuquerque stores are thriving and
will remain open, but expansion here
is a challenge when population and job
growth have hit the wall.

So far, only one MartinezKing appearance has
been confirmed. Martinez
is not known for being
comfortable in the debate
format; she is more
effective communicating
from a script
Here’s a math lesson for the Nov. 4
election. How many of us will vote? The
insiders say they expect the floor to
be 600,000 of the state’s 1.273 million
registered voters. That would only be
about 47 percent of those registered.
However, the registration rolls are
thought to be bloated by about 200,000
voters who are no longer active voters. Once a “purge” of those voters is
completed, our registration total will
likely drop to around 1.073 million. That
would make a turnout of 600,000 voters
a more respectable 55 percent of those
registered. The lower the turnout, the
better for the Republican Party. Their
voters are the most likely to take part in
a non-presidential election.
Joe Monahan is a veteran of New Mexico
politics whose daily blog can be found at
joemonahan.com.

Editor’s note: Efrain
Villa’s travels have
included a trip to
Burning Man, which
is held at Black Rock
Desert 120 miles north
of Reno, Nev. This
year’s event is Aug.
25-Sept. 1.

I

was naked except for a giant wizard
hat atop my head and glow tubes
wrapped around my wrists and ankles.
“Glow tubes make everything OK,” the
Asian man in the ladybug costume
squealed. He pushed back antennae
dangling in front of his forehead and
added, “Neon makes everyone look
fabulous.”
He reached into a purple, fluffy pouch
hanging from his neck and took out a
small plastic light, which was shaped
like either miniature breasts, or testicles;
it was hard to make out details in the
dark interior of the fetid bus. Clipping the
light to the tip of my hat, he looked me
up and down, and said, “I think you’re
almost ready to go.”
Armed with little more than flip-flops
and the felt-cone headgear adorned with
a testicle light, I felt invincible. My pulse
was racing, although I could not tell if
the thuds in my chest were coming from
my heart or from the dubstep bassline
vibrating the bus from outside. I took
a deep breath and prepared to step
into the dark Nevada desert, where the
makeshift metropolis had been erected
four days earlier.
The part of my brain that normally
would have asked, “Is this weird?” had
short-circuited even before arriving at
Burning Man. In this surreal land of giant
ladybugs, talisman glow tubes, and
naked wizards, logic and reasoning just
get in the way.
A week earlier, I had returned to the
United States from a six-month trip
through South America. The adventure
had been exactly what I wanted. Some
nights I would camp on the beach; others, I would curl up under a bridge and
doze off until sunrise. I trekked, bungee
jumped, kayaked, scuba dived, and
white-water rafted. Life was good, but all
good things come to an end.
After a 10-hour series of flights and
layovers, I landed at the Albuquerque
International Sunport, took a cab home,
opened the door to my house and
came face-to-face with the realization
that in real life I was the kind of person
who owned white couches, used hair
conditioner and made sure the spice

jars in the spice rack had their labels
facing forward.
The house was immaculate. I stopped
to stare at the wax oranges sitting on a
clear dish on the table in my impeccable
dining room. Then it hit me: “I am a wax
oranges kind of man.”
I grabbed the yet unpacked backpack,
locked the door behind me, walked
to the highway and stuck out my
thumb. Within hours, I was aboard an
articulated bus outfitted with hammocks,
beanbag chairs, and a small, filthy
kitchen. The words “Jesus Loves You”
were printed on the side.
The 15 passengers aboard looked like
the cast of an experimental reality TV
show. There were high-heeled strippers,
college kids, an elderly homeless man,
several painters, musicians, writers, and
even an attorney.
The driver, a 50-year-old man who
was a dead ringer for Doc from “Back
to the Future” explained to me he had
bought the bus from a defunct mega
church. In the following days, there
would be multiple breakdowns, of the
mechanical and psychological sort,
countless arguments and lots of laughs.
I have heard Burning Man described
as part rave, part music festival, part art
show, part orgy, part costume party, and
part commune. But it is much more than
the sum of all those parts. A Burner,
a Burning Man patron, told me it was
“a microcosmic, sustainable Utopia
in which no money was exchanged,
auras converged and energy vortexes
opened.”
He had that beatific look common to
the crazed and evangelical, and I truly
believe he thought the pyrotechnic
extravaganzas that light up the desert
nights were powered by farts. That
Burner was now dressed like a ladybug.
“You need one more thing,” the
ladybug said. He picked up a bottle from
amid the wrappers of junk food that
covered the floor of the bus, dropped
a powdery substance into it and then
swirled the clear liquid around. “Some
potion for the wizard,” he said as he
motioned for me to take a swig.
“I’ve had enough potion,” I grumbled.
I opened the bus door and watched
as a magnificent herd of naked humanhorse creatures galloped past me. It was
terrifying. I hesitated, then remembered,
“Glow tubes make everything OK.”
Reach Efrain Villa at his website, aimlessvagabond.com.
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What’s at Stake in the Fight for Control of the N.M. House?

New Mexico’s Best Motorcycle Roads

Standing up to the Koch Brothers

Ending the Status Quo  

BY KEVIN ROARK

By Rep. W. Ken Martinez

BY REP. NATE GENTRY

O

T

n Nov. 4, New Mexico voters will head to the polls to
vote on who will be our next governor, our next United
States senator and more importantly, which party will be in
the majority in the New Mexico House of Representatives.
When you cast your vote this November for your local
state representative, you need to ask yourself which
candidate is on the side of New Mexico’s working families.
New Mexico is struggling. What we need now are real
solutions, not politics as usual. From the classroom to the
workplace, Democrats have stood up for New Mexican
families who are trying to provide a better life for their sons
and daughters just like their parents did before them by
investing in public education, fighting for an increase in the
minimum wage and creating job opportunities in our state.
During the 2014 legislative session, House Democrats
passed a budget that decreases class sizes, equalizes funding for all of our children, gives teachers and administrators
the control where they think the money is best spent, and
gives teachers a much needed pay raise.
If Republicans have it their way and take control of the
House of Representatives, you can expect deep cuts to education, larger class sizes and the privatization of our schools.
Democrats voted yes to raising the minimum wage in 2013
and in 2014. We believe all New Mexicans who work hard
and play by the rules should make enough money not to live
in poverty and to provide a better future for their families.
There are economic benefits to raising the minimum wage.
Raising the minimum wage puts more money in the pockets
of those who are most likely to spend it, instead of going to the
wealthiest one percent. It stimulates the economy, pure and
simple. When it came time to take a stand on the House floor
and raise the minimum wage, House Republicans voted no.
It’s no secret that New Mexico’s economy is lagging
behind neighboring states. Last year, House Democrats
recognized the problem and created the Jobs Council. This
past legislative session, Democrats once again stepped up
to the plate and injected $23 million for job creation in New
Mexico, specifically, $10 million for recruitment of job-creating businesses to New Mexico, $1.5 million for a job training
incentive program, and $7.6 million for statewide tourism.
Democrats also passed the Work New Mexico Act, which
will put $232.8 million toward shovel-ready projects to put
New Mexicans to work. This is real progress but there is still
much work to be done.
And, unfortunately, the billionaire Koch brothers will do
anything they can to turn back the progress we have made
by funneling money to the House Republicans and selling
out New Mexico to the highest bidder. They don’t care
about New Mexico’s working families. Whether it’s cutting
funding for our teachers or giving tax breaks to the wealthy,
the Republicans are not on our side.
But there is something you can do this November to ensure
that your voice is heard. When you head to the polls, vote for
your local Democrat for state representative, and bring your
friends and families with you. There is too much at stake.
New Mexico Speaker of the House W. Ken Martinez, a Grants
Democrat, represents parts of six Central and Western New
Mexico counties, including portions of western and southern
Bernalillo County.

In this issue, we asked
the Democratic and
Republican leaders of
the New Mexico House
of Representatives to
debate an issue we
selected.

Seth Taylor

Seth Taylor

his November, New Mexico voters have the opportunity
to put new leadership in the state House of Representatives that will immediately change the way we approach job
creation and the education and safety of our children. Let
me explain.
Despite constant attempts by the majority party to
maintain the failing status quo, we, as a minority party, joining with Gov. Susana Martinez and a few reform-minded
legislators on the other side, have had success in making
New Mexico attractive for outside investment and improving high school graduation rates.
For example, we’ve watched our graduation rates vastly
improve in recent years, so much so that our improvement
rate is noticed at a national level. In addition, we were able
to close the tax loophole for out-of-state corporations and
level the playing field for New Mexico small businesses.
However, much work remains. The current regime has
demonstrated time and time again that it will fight against
reforms that will advance New Mexico toward becoming
a state where meaningful jobs are created, students are
successfully working toward a career and our collective
quality of life is continually improving. Imagine what we
could accomplish if, for the first time in six decades, we had
a group of legislators in charge who put the interest of the
people of this state ahead of all else?
In my time in the Legislature, I’ve been able to collaborate with like-minded colleagues who care about what
New Mexico can become – and I’ve come to believe that
this kind of positive change is possible. Sixty-one years of
the same approach to leadership has not been kind to New
Mexico. Have you noticed that special-interest control over
the majority party has led our state to the top of every bad
list and the bottom of every good list? New Mexico is now
last in student educational achievement, child welfare and a
host of other measures of well-being.
So tight is the special-interest stranglehold over the majority party that we are unable to get even the most commonsense reforms out of the Legislature. Here are a few: We
were unable to pass legislation that prohibits individuals
on public assistance from using welfare debit cards at strip
clubs, bars or casinos.
We are unable to pass legislation to reform our education
system and move out of the lowest 10 percent in the nation
when it comes to the performance of grade-school children.
The current speaker of the House has repeatedly killed
legislation that would prohibit the collection of workers’
compensation benefits by workers who go to work drunk or
high – putting themselves and their colleagues in danger. To
small-business owners – the backbone of our New Mexico
economy – these claims can put an end to their ability to
create good-paying jobs.
If a sports team had a six-decade record of coming in dead
last, the coach in charge of that team would be fired. Our
caucus wants to hit the top of the good lists, not the bad, to
showcase the talent, culture and ability of this state. There
is tremendous prosperity to be found here, and the current
majority needs to help us in this effort – or get out of the way.
Nate Gentry, an Albuquerque Republican, is the House
Republican whip.

O

ne of the best things about living in New Mexico
is the variety and accessibility of wonderful
roads for motorcyclists. Whether you’re looking for
a long ride or a short one, an exotic destination or
just an exotic journey, on road or off, New Mexico
has some of the finest routes in the country.
You’ll probably have some of your own favorites.
Feel free to send them to editor@freeabq.com. In the
meantime, here’s the top of my “best of” list:

maintenance, or it can be a piece of cake if it’s
graded, dryand hardpacked. Either way, it’s an
adventure worth taking.

Jawbone Mountain Road

Another fun run is U.S. 64 as it traverses the
Carson National Forest between the northern New
Mexico towns of Tres Piedras and Tierra Amarilla.
You’ll top out at over 10,000 feet, where you might
see snow on the ground as late as June. You’ll burn
through some wide, sweeping, peg-scraping turns
as you drop into Tierra Amarilla.
This 50 miles of pavement is pretty sparsely used,
so don’t be surprised if you see only other motorcyclists, a pickup truck or two, and a Rio Arriba
County sheriff’s deputy.

Enchanted Circle

This one’s on the bucket list for motorcyclists from
across the globe, so don’t be surprised when you run
into bikers from every state or riders from Canada,
Argentina, or Germany when on this route.
Starting in Taos, you take U.S. 64 east toward the
Carson National Forest. The highlight of this first
leg is the super-tight switchbacks that drop precipitously into the Angel Fire valley. Stay on U.S. 64
into Eagle Nest where you turn north onto N.M. 38
toward Red River and Questa. At Questa, turn south
onto N.M. 522 straight back into Taos.

High Road to Taos

Into the Heart of the Gila

Tom Thompson

Another classic route that’s also a great way
to begin the Enchanted Circle ride is the High
Road to Taos. This one begins in Santa Fe on U.S.
84-285 north. Just past the Cities of Gold casino in
Pojoaque, you’ll turn onto N.M. 503 toward the little
village of Nambé.
After about 13 miles, you’ll have an option to either
travel through the small town of Chimayó – home
of the famous Santuario – or to stay on N.M. 503
through the tiny enclave of Cundiyo. Either way, the
views are unreal, and the curves are heart pounding.
If you go through Cundiyo, you’ll have a truly
“Norteño” experience as you pass through this
quintessential northern New Mexican settlement
and then negotiate the switchbacks that drop into
Rio Chiquito.
The route continues north on N.M. 76 through
beautiful Truchas, Las Trampas, and Chamisal.
You’ll motor through Peñasco and Vadito and then
head north on N.M. 518 into Ranchos de Taos.

A motorcyclist travels along N.M. 4 east of Jemez Springs

Off-road from Española to Cuba

For the adventure rider, there’s nothing more fun
than a long stretch of dirt road that may or may not
be in the best of shape, could offer some squirrelly,
sandy arroyo bottoms, and, if it’s been raining, a
couple of water crossings and mud holes.
Heading north out of Española on U.S. 84, you’ll
be looking for U.S. Forest Service Road 144. Warning,
it’s not easy to find without being eagle-eyed. Stay
westbound on 144 until it intersects with Forest Service
Road 315. Your next turn will be when 315 intersects
with U.S. Forest Service Road 103. These roads are
marked, but it’s easy to miss the signs. Forest Service
Road 103 eventually will merge with N.M. 126, and
that’ll take you right into Cuba.
This route can be pretty challenging if it’s been
a while since the Forest Service has done any

Down in southern New Mexico, there’s a route
that’s simply not to be missed, with a destination
that’s as exotic as they come.
Just south of Truth or Consequences, you’re going to
turn west on N.M. 152, which starts out straight and flat
but pays off big time with some fun twisties leading into
the semi-ghost town of Hillsboro and some tight turns
coming out of the artist’s village of Kingston.
Turning north on N.M. 35, you’ll pass a series of
campgrounds until you reach an intersection with
N.M. 15. This road will take you straight north into
the Gila Cliff Dwellings National Monument. If you
overnight at the cliff dwellings, be ready to carry out
what you carry in, as this is a “no trash can” zone.
After visiting the astounding ancient ruins, take
N.M. 15 all the way south into Silver City. This
is another stretch with amazing curves, hills and
views. There are a ton of great off-road opportunities in this area, too, including Forest Service roads
150/696 over North Star Mesa and through Upper
and Lower Black Canyon.
Kevin Roark is a veteran touring motorcyclist who lives
in Eldorado, N.M.

State Reverses Course on Announced Medical Marijuana Rules
BY PETER ST. CYR

N

ew Mexico’s 12,000 medical cannabis patients, who already have
immunity from criminal prosecution,
will have to wait a few more months
before they find out what new rules will
govern their treatment later this year.
New Mexico Department of Health
employees, who regulate the program,
will seek more public input before
imposing new regulations. While
patients and nearly two dozen licensed
producers won’t get a vote on the final

rules, they have been using their voices
to speak out against changes originally
announced in May.
At a public hearing in June in Santa
Fe, patients told program managers
and an independent hearing officer
that they object to a new $50 license
renewal fee and a proposed reduction
in the number of plants they are
allowed to grow legally at home. The
patients also oppose a proposal that
would require them to undergo federal

criminal background checks.
In May, Erik Briones, the founder of
Minerva Canna Group, Albuquerque’s
largest dispensary, said, “They’re
trying to cripple every aspect of
this program.” Following the state’s
decision to seek more input, he said,
“They’re finally listening to us.”
Deputy Health Secretary Brad McGrath
told lawmakers the department no longer
plans to conduct the background checks
or reduce the number of plants patients

can have in personal gardens. They also
plan to increase the total number of plants
that nonprofit growers can harvest, and
they’re taking a second look at stringent
plant testing requirements.
The state’s Medical Cannabis Advisory Board next meets Aug. 25 at the
Harold Runnels Building in Santa Fe.
To contact the reporter, email:
Peter.StCyr@gmail.com.
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TV News Cont. from page 6

Newsrooms empty quickly after
the 10 p.m. news with the overnight
producing team coming in around
midnight. If no one answers the
phone late at night, there’s probably
no one there.
The morning anchor and weather
talent trickles in beginning around 2
a.m. Charles Kuralt, then of the CBS
morning show, famously said his
idea of a night on the town was a late
lunch with friends.
A well-crafted news release and a
follow-up phone call the day before
your event gets you into the daybook,
the assignment manager’s daily bible
of planned events, court appearances
and all the other news releases. “It’s in
the book,” they’ll say. “We’ll consider
it.” An important, really cute or highly
visual topic increases the slim odds
your event will be chosen.

In the field

Reporters go live with their daily
story unless they’re off working on
another story, left work early to avoid
overtime, were sent to cover breaking news or recorded a “look live”
that appears to be a live shot but is
actually a taped “standup.”
Live shots checked in advance can

fail at the last moment, forcing an
anchorperson to read – or stumble –
through the reporter’s script. Live shots
die when a component in the live truck
breaks, a competitor’s microwave signal
interferes, lightning or gang-bangers
threaten, SWAT says you’re in the “kill
zone,” or the reporter waited too long to
leave the station.
You’ve seen instances where
an anchor introduces a live shot
and the reporter stands there in
blissful silence. Blame any of the
communications systems plugged
into the reporter’s ear. It could be
a complicated link to the producer
in the control room, a simple cell
phone connection, or the reporter not
noticing the earpiece fell out. When
reporters stumble briefly and pull out
the earpiece, it means they’re hearing
an echo of themselves. Try talking like
that. Photographers once provided
cues using two-way radios, although
that’s rare now.
Reporters often work alone and
shoot their own video. Photographers
often work alone and ask questions
they were told to ask.
In a visual live shot, a reporter
leads you through a scene or displays
or demonstrates objects, adding
value to the story. That’s “reporter

involvement,” which, on a résumé
tape, may help secure a job in a bigger
market. If the reporter stands in
shallow floodwater when dry land is
all around or walks from nowhere to
nowhere, it’s just theater.
Albuquerque stations over the years
have operated or still operate full-time
news bureaus in Santa Fe, Roswell,
Farmington, Carlsbad, Silver City
and Durango, Colo. Bureau reporters
tend to be either fresh from school
or moving up from a smaller market
with dreams of making it at least to
Albuquerque. Kate Snow, an NBC national correspondent, began her career
in Carlsbad on her way to Roswell,
Albuquerque, CNN in Atlanta, “Good
Morning America” and finally “NBC
Nightly News.” David Gregory, host
of NBC’s “Meet the Press,” worked as
a reporter at KRQE.

Crime

Crime coverage dominates because
it runs on a cheap, easy and safe
formula as long as public records are
quoted accurately. All it takes is a mug
shot (free online from Albuquerque
and Santa Fe jails), a police report and
the scene of the crime. For spice, add
911 calls, dash-cam and lapel-cam
video and security-camera images.
Once seen as a ratings booster, crime
coverage now seems less relevant
as surveys show the public is more
concerned about the economy,
national security, immigration, health
care and education.
Suspects in orange jump suits appearing for arraignment can dominate
weekend newscasts because skeleton
news teams scramble to fill airtime.
An early check of police reports
shows whom to expect at felony
arraignments. Stations rotate sending a
photographer to Metro Court. Alleged
perpetrators appear by video link from
the Metropolitan Detention Center,
which is why the judge looks good
but the suspects are grainy images
shot off a TV monitor. TV stations
had expected to plug directly into a
high-quality video feed from the jail,
but that money was siphoned off in a
courthouse-construction scandal.
Better than arraignments are “perp
walks” where officers parade the
suspect past cameras on the way to jail.
Newsrooms usually get tips on where
to be when, and reporters try mightily to elicit any comment a defense
attorney will groan about later.
A car crash draws immediate coverage if it’s dramatic or fatal, involves
alcohol and child passengers or snarls
traffic, especially on the freeways.

Follow-up stories are rare, so most
of the time you don’t learn who was
responsible.

Consultants and ratings

With the TV audience shrinking,
local stations turn to consultant
research to tell them who is watching
and why. Perhaps more important is
who is not watching and how to reach
them. Consultants guide stations
toward topics expected to hold and
grow demographic groups. In 2013,
a national study of viewership by
market share ticked upward slightly
for the first time in years, although
perhaps only because of specific big
news stories.
If you see chupacabras, UFOs, forgotten crimes or lengthy only-on-us
investigations, check the calendar. If
it’s February, May, July or November,
it’s a month-long ratings period when
the competition is especially fierce for
“eyeballs,” slang for you viewers.
Commercials touting “you only saw
it here” or “first on the scene” are
insider advertising produced by the
station’s promotions departments.
These “proof of performance” ads try
to build the station’s public image
and make the station staff feel good
even when the competition covered
the same story. For many viewers, it
has become background noise, and
some news directors won’t allow such
phrases in their newscasts.
“People meters” are replacing written diaries to track viewer behavior
and determine TV ratings. Data are
collected in 15-minute increments.
The meters can tell who is watching
which set in the house and whether
programming was recorded and
viewed later. The sample size is small
but growing – currently just 1,000 for
all of Los Angeles, for example – but
the sample is carefully chosen for
age, ethnicity, income and other key
demographics. Rating services want
to start measuring home Internet
traffic as well.
“We’re No. 1!” “No, we’re No. 1.”
Can they both be No. 1? Yes, and it’s
easy when you parse the ratings. One
station can claim the largest audience
overall. Another might focus on its
No. 1 ranking at 10 p.m. Another station may win a prized demographic
group, say, the “key demo” of women
18-49, and can charge advertisers
more to target that audience. Read
the fine print, if it’s on screen long
enough, to tell which is which.
Consultant research measures the
popularity of on-air news people
cont. on page 12
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UNM Expert: How Ebola Kills So Ruthlessly
By abq free press staff

Editor’s note: With the rush of news
coverage of the Ebola outbreak in
Africa, we went looking for some
basic information from the University of New Mexico Health Sciences
Center’s expert on Ebola.
He is Dr. Steven Bradfute, a
research professor who is leading a
UNM team working to develop a vaccine against Ebola using dead, noninfectious genetic pieces of the virus.
Before coming to UNM in 2011, Bradfute spent six years
at the U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Infectious
Diseases at Fort Detrick, Md. He holds a Ph.D. in immunology from the Baylor College of Medicine and earned an
undergraduate degree in biology from Eastern New Mexico
University. He is a native of Portales.

Q: How does Ebola kill?

A: Ebola is very effective at blocking one arm of the
early immune response, called type I interferon.
Type I interferon inhibits viral replication, so by
blocking this, Ebola can replicate more easily. As
a result, you get higher amounts of virus, which
can lead to organ damage. In addition, the body’s
response to this is an overinflammatory state, which
can be damaging to the body. Ebola also can induce
internal and external bleeding and clotting in small
blood vessels, which can lead to multiple organ
shutdown. It’s a very dangerous combination.
Q: What are the symptoms?

A: One problem is that the early symptoms of Ebola
infection are very similar to other diseases that are
more common. Fever, fatigue, vomiting, diarrhea,
and body aches are some symptoms, and these also
can be caused by other diseases, such as malaria,
which are far more common in the areas where
Ebola is usually found.
So Ebola is often misdiagnosed for other more
common diseases, especially in
countries where it hasn’t been
previously found – such as the
countries in West Africa in the
current outbreak. Ebola also
can cause a rash called petechia
and bleeding, both internal and
external. In lethal cases, there can
be multiple organ failure and a
sepsis-like syndrome at the end.
Q: What is the lethality rate?

A: There are actually five types of
Ebola viruses. Four are dangerous
to humans, and their lethality
rates can range from 25–90 percent, depending on the outbreak
and the virus species. One of the
difficult things about treating
Ebola is that a vaccine against one
of the four species of virus doesn’t
usually protect against the other
species, so a broad treatment or
vaccine against all Ebola viruses is
challenging.
The Ebola type (called Zaire)
that is causing the current

outbreak is the most deadly. In previous outbreaks,
this virus has averaged 80 percent lethality. However,
right now, the current outbreak, which is by far the
largest to date, has a lethality rate of about 55 percent.
It’s not known why this outbreak appears to be less
lethal than previous ones, but it is thought that because
the current outbreak is occurring in a much more
populated area than previous outbreaks, there is more
early treatment with supportive care, such as IV fluids
and basic care you’d receive in a hospital, than before.
Q: Why the worldwide alarm this time?

A: The current outbreak is more alarming than past
outbreaks because it is occurring in very populated
areas. In the past, Ebola outbreaks have generally
been confined to remote, isolated areas. Quarantining these areas allowed the virus to run its brutal
course, but it limited its spread. Now, however, it
is much more difficult to quarantine and contain,
because the virus is spreading in large cities.
Q: How is it transmitted?

A: Ebola is probably carried by certain species of
fruit bats in Africa. The virus is thought to replicate
in these bats without causing death. However, the
virus can spread from bats to monkeys or humans.
Ebola is transmitted to humans by close contact,
such as through sweat, tears, urine, semen, blood,
use of contaminated needles, or ingestion of
contaminated meat, such as eating monkeys or other
animals that have died in the forest from infection. It
is not thought to be spread by coughing or sneezing.
Simple quarantine procedures have been effective
in the past in limiting viral spread. One issue is
that in many cultures where Ebola outbreaks have
occurred, the burial rituals involve washing and
kissing the bodies of the deceased. This practice
increases the spread of Ebola from dead victims to
relatives and friends.

The incubation period—the time from initial
infection to the beginning of symptoms —is anywhere from two to 21 days, so you can get the virus
and not know it until a few weeks later. This can be
problematic when it comes to containing the spread
of the virus. It is generally thought that an infected
individual is not contagious until symptoms appear.
Q: The world has periodically been ravaged by influenza. Compared to flu, how transmissible is Ebola?

A: So far, Ebola is not nearly as contagious as pathogens
such as influenza, SARS, or the common cold. Ebola
is not naturally spread by coughing or sneezing like
influenza, although the reasons for this are unknown.

Q: Explain the difference between a vaccine and the
antibody treatments the media have called “vaccines.”

A: There has been some confusion on available
treatments for Ebola infection. Right now, there are
no approved vaccines or drugs other than supportive care. However, several vaccines and drugs have
been shown to protect monkeys from Ebola.
There are different ways to try to combat Ebola
infection. One way is through vaccines, which work by
inducing immune responses that neutralize or destroy
the virus. In general, most vaccines work as a preventative measure, though there is some hope that certain
vaccines might be able to work even after infection.
Another way to fight Ebola is through the use of therapeutics, or drugs. These are treatments that directly target
the virus to block its ability to infect cells or to replicate
itself. The drugs are divided into different groups.
One group—antibodies, which are the treatments
that the two American patients received – are
proteins that bind to and neutralize Ebola virus.
A second group is called antisense therapy; these
drugs are small pieces of genetic material that bind
to viral genetic material and block viral replication.
A third group consists of small molecules that
inhibit Ebola replication. A fourth
group targets the body’s clotting
machinery. So, both vaccines and
therapeutic drugs have shown
promise in animal models, but as
yet we don’t know how effective
they will be in human infections.
It is too early to know if the
treatments the two U.S. patients
have received have been beneficial
or not. We’ll have to wait for all of
the data to become available and for
additional tests to find out how well
any treatments work in humans.
Q: Where are you in your
vaccine work?

Courtesy of UNM

Steven Bradfute leads a team of researchers at the UNM Health Sciences Center that uses dead, noninfectious pieces of Ebola virus in
a bid to develop a vaccine.

A: I am currently working with
scientists from other institutions to
improve the existing experimental
Ebola vaccines. Right now, there
are several types of vaccines that
protect monkeys (the best animal
model for the disease) against
Ebola; the first of these was
published in 2000.
cont. on page 24
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TV News Cont. from page 10
expressed as a “Q Score,” which is a
composite of likability and recognizability. Q scores affect everything from
dress and grooming to promotional
advertising and whether a person’s
contract is renewed. It was rumored
some years ago the highest Q rating
in Albuquerque belonged to one
station’s helicopter.
News consumers still rely on local
TV more than other media, but disturbing trends haunt station owners
and managers. The overall audience is
contracting as viewers turn to online
news sources. Remaining audiences
trend older, with the biggest loss is in
the 18-29 age group.

News sports weather

The weather isn’t just about the
weather. It’s about your emotional attachment to the weather person rather
than who has the best credentials or
understands our quirky climate better.
Station websites do provide extra
content, expanded video, live streaming and useful Internet links. Experiments in Web-only reporters and news
coverage so far have gone nowhere.

Sportscasts and staff have shrunk
because management assumes you’re
getting your sports news elsewhere. Local
politics gets short shrift because consultants claim the audience doesn’t care.
Newscasts need lighter, local fare
to balance the heavy stuff. What is
chosen on a given day to fill that role is
quite random, based on the timing of
the event, who’s available to cover it,
whether the visuals are likely to be good,
whether it’s a good cause the station supports and whether any personal connection exists between an event organizer
and a member of the news staff.
When there is breaking news, the
station websites often have it first as
it develops. Viewer loyalty fails as
users flip from site to site to keep up.
In a public emergency like a wildfire,
information on road closures, evacuations and the direction of the fire may
appear online first.
The weathercaster is actually standing in front of a green wall, not a map.
Maps and radar are added electronically during the broadcast. The weather
person watches an off-camera monitor
to know where to point.
Stations build their reputations and

marketing on breaking news, investigations and weather. The emphasis
is on weather because research shows
the weather folks have fans. TV
weather maps are recycled on the
website. Some weather people go out
of their way to mention small towns
on their weather maps that may never
see a TV news crew.
TV news has difficulty with stories
involving public processes, in part
because they’re tough to illustrate.
(TV news acronym: BOPSA – bunch of
people sitting around.) It’s also due in
part to the reality that many reporters
are unfamiliar with how New Mexico
works. By the time they are up to
speed, their two-year contracts are up,
and they often move on.
TV does well with some stories
involving public records, although
generally only investigative units have
time to dig deeply. The general assignment reporters are looking for a “day
turn,” or a story to they can do today.
Agencies that once let you rifle through
records or simply handed over copies
demand formal requests be made under
the state Inspection of Public Records
Act, which slows the process.

Investigative teams provide both a
public service and a branding opportunity for the stations. All investigations are not equal, though. They
can range from neighborhood gripes
and consumer complaints to exposés
that effect change in government and
bring down malefactors.
Smart politicians and officials learn
to speak in 9-second soundbites – basically what fits on a bumper sticker –
if they hope to get a complete point on
TV. Locally, everyone else takes their
chances on appearing coherent and
advancing a news story. Pre-arranged
interviews are shorter. Reporters often
preconceive what they want to hear
and stop when they get it.
News used to flow up from
street-level beat reporting. Now it
flows down from a committee often
responding to events planned by
someone hoping to attract media
attention.
Bill Diven is a freelance writer who
started in Albuquerque TV news in 1980.
He worked as a reporter, photographer or
producer at KGGM, KRQE and KOAT.

Who Invented Coupons,
Player Tracking?
BY BILL PREVITTI

If you don’t know who John Romero
is, you should. He was a marketing
guru out of Las Vegas who developed
tracking systems on casino visitors:
their frequency of visits, frequency of
play, and their amounts of play.

He developed mailing lists and sent
coupons and offers to players. He
offered discounts and freebies for food
and show tickets, and discounts for
free slot or table game play.
(The first coupon ever? Asa Chandler, who bought Coca-Cola and in
1888 offered Americans a coupon, or
“ticket” for a free glass of his product.)

Today, just like in grocery stores,
coupons are the standard in casino
marketing. Without monthly mailings
of coupons and offers via snail mail
and e-mail, casinos would feel the loss
immediately.
But enough with the history lesson.
Here are the current casino offerings:
Buffalo Thunder has at least one
more Chrysler 200 to give away in
August. On Aug. 23, from 6 to 10 p.m.,
five potential winners will be selected
via drawings. Players get their names
in the drawing drum by playing slots.
Every 30 points earned gets an
entry. At 10:30, 25 winners return
holding a pair of envelopes. Inside
each envelope is a figure for free play.
The holder of the envelope with the
highest amount of free play gets the
keys to the Chrysler. The other 24
receive free play in the total amounts
in their envelopes.
Sandia Resort & Casino named
its August promotion the “$500,000
King of the Cash Giveaway.” Monday
cont. on page 24
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Thirsty Gardener: Plant Some Mint, Have a Mojito
BY STEPHANIE HAINSFURTHER

“Mints can be confined only by large
stretches of concrete or asphalt or
periodic applications of napalm.”
– Rob Proctor and David Macke,
“Herbs in Pots”

D

on’t plant mint directly into your
garden. We’ve all learned that, and
so we have modest little pots of it on
windowsills and patios, ready to snip for
lamb dishes and lemonade. But I say
that mint has been wrongfully imprisoned. I have become an advocate for
mint. Free the mint!
Mint’s innate capacity
for conquering the world is
admirable and must be
encouraged in the desert
where we are constantly
searching for alternatives to
lawns.
Mint spreads by
underground stolons and
surface runners, choking
out most other small
plants. That’s a good
thing because I have
bindweed, and George
Duda, now former state
urban forester, once told
me that bindweed doesn’t
like competition. This
weekend, I’ll embed a
few spearmint plants, sic
the mint on the bindweed, and let them
wrestle each other. (Cheap trick: Some
health foods stores, and groceries such
as Trader Joe’s and Albertson’s, sell
small pots of herbs in their produce sections. The prices are usually are lower
than in large retail nurseries.)

Mint has been
wrongfully imprisoned.
I have become an
advocate for mint.
Free the mint!
My theory is that here in the high
desert we should have no fear of mint
unbound. It is minimally drought tolerant,
so if you let it survive on our rainfall after
the first growing season, nature will
keep it under control. Mint likes welldrained soil; planting it in the Northeast
Heights and other clay-soil areas should
check its rampant growth.
Mind you, this is just a theory. My
garden, my laboratory.
If I’m wrong, well, I have a large
backyard enclosed by walls and fences.
The neighbors won’t suffer from mintspread. I picture myself walking through
cool, green waves of fragrant mint up to

my ankles. Note to self: Stock up on cortisone to treat the coming rash. Very few
people are sensitive to the oils in mint,
but I’m allergic to bananas – my doctor
says no one is allergic to bananas – so
perhaps it follows that my odd constitution will reject mint oils as well. In any
event, you have been warned.
If peppermint and spearmint and their
exuberant cousins are not to your liking,
there are other plants in the mint family (Lamiaceae) to cover ground in your garden.
Spotted Dead Nettle (Lamium

Mojito

Place in your mini-molcajete: a generous batch of spearmint leaves (at least
6), 2 teaspoons of sugar and a splash
of club soda or sparkling water. Muddle
well, and scrape the mixture into a tall
glass – it used to be called a Collins
glass when your grandparents started
drinking. Squeeze in the juice of one
lime, plop half the lime into the glass,
fill with ice. Add 2 ounces of top-shelf
white rum like Mount Gay or Trader
Vic’s. Stir well. Makes one cocktail.

Mojito by Vintage 423

Mojito mint is called Yerba Buena here
and in Cuba. Most often, we’re talking
about spearmint. It has medicinal properties. So does rum. Here is a recipe for
mojitos, compliments of Jim Hammond,
The Southwestern Wine Guy, who has
been known to drink other things.

maculatum) is not a complexion of
zombie but a pretty perennial that fills
a rare niche: It thrives in shade. Silverand-green variegated leaves cool the
eye, and you can get spring color with
the small flowers of cultivars such as
‘White Nancy,’ ‘Purple Dragon’ and ‘Pink
Pewter.’ Coleus, an annual in the mint
family, also likes shade.
If you use Lamb’s Ear (Stachys
byzantina) in your garden, you know
it’s a mint because of its tendency to
volunteer in places you didn’t put it. Still,
it grows more slowly than most mints,
and we all like the fuzzy leaves.
Agastache species (it’s pronounced
aga-STACK-ee, don’t argue) or Giant Hyssops are colorful, spikey, drought hardy,
and they love full sun and sandy soil.
Catmint (Nepeta spp.) keeps my cat
busy at night. Maya sits in the window and
watches the parade of marauding cats
invade her patch and plant their flags. In
the morning, she collects her tail mail.
How to tell if it’s a mint? Close your
eyes and gently pinch the stem. It feels
square rather than rounded.
Stephanie Hainsfurther is both excited and
scared to experiment with mint. If you’ve had
bad experiences putting mint in the ground
and/or eradicating it, please let her know
before Saturday at Stephanie@freeabq.com.

Many herbs belong to the mint family.
Oregano, basil, lavender, sage, thyme,
rosemary, horehound: They’re all mints.
As such, they can be added, just like
spearmint, to alcoholic drinks. Margaret
Rich of Farina Alto has imbibed ginand-tonic drinks with lavender spears as
garnish, and she has a nifty suggestion
to spark up a glass of Pinot Grigio. Place
two small leaves of purple Thai basil in a
6-ounce glass. Swish around, then sip. The
basil enhances the citrus notes in the wine
and adds a slightly spicy taste of its own.
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Thrill of the Chase

film

Film Briefs

‘Longmire’ Actor Bailey Chase Talks Elk, Red Chile and Why New Mexico is So Cool

Give Me Delirium: “Jersey
Boys”

BY BETSY MODEL

T

here’s a dichotomy to actor Bailey
Chase that’s more than a little
unexpected.
His on-screen role as deputy Branch
Connally in the A&E Network drama,
“Longmire,” was written for the
42-year-old Chase – he read for the
lead role of Sheriff Walt Longmire but
was deemed too young – and it seems
obvious at first glance that Chase and
his character are pretty much the same
guy: 6 feet of honed physique with a
pretty-boy face, a ready smile and that
certain machismo swagger that is only
amplified by a good pair of boots,
tight-fitting Wranglers and a Stetson.
Of course, like much in Hollywood,
what you see isn’t always real. Like
northern New Mexico where “Longmire” has filmed for the past three
seasons passing nicely for the fictional
locale of Absaroka, Wyo., there’s some
make-believe when it comes to one of
its lead actors.
Chase is way, way smarter than he
looks.
Every actor has a favorite scene or
set of lines and, when asked, often
will pause to weigh what immediately
comes into their head against what
they feel like they ought to say to
either present a certain image or to
give kudos to – or digs at – someone
else involved in that particular project.
Chase doesn’t hesitate for a second
when asked if there’s a favorite still
photo or scene from “Longmire” and,
surprisingly, it’s not one that has him
taking down a bad guy or, in the case
of his character’s story-line relationship with Longmire’s daughter Cady
(played by Cassidy Freeman) that has
him half-naked and tangled in sheets.
Instead, it’s a still that has him
entirely alone in the middle of a rural
highway with miles of unbroken road
behind him and, ostensibly, what his
stare sees hanging in front of him.
The mood is somber, the hat hangs
low, and there’s a near-relentless sense
of loneliness to the shot.
“This is more than just a man with
a past and a future. He’s got huge
decisions to make – ones that only
he can make, alone – as to the road
he’s on. He can go forward, he can
go back, but they’re lonely decisions
about right and wrong, light and
dark,” he said.
Chase explains that while the scene
itself called for his character to set up
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fame, decline, redemption. At least Almodovar would’ve
had red Naugahyde booths in the diner. And Waters could
have mined the ethnic-white, working-class characters for
bracing bad taste and comedy.
Who needs sober realism in a musical? Give me
Busby Berkeley’s surreal delirium, Astaire-Rogers’s
Depression-Era elegance, Vincente Minnelli’s splashy
Technicolor. “Jersey Boys”: not as good as “Unforgiven”
or “Mystic River” but way better than talking to a chair.
— Richard Oyama

Elegy for an Actor: “A Most
Wanted Man”
Count on Clint Eastwood to deliver a downbeat musical.
So “Jersey Boys,” his biopic of The Four Seasons, is shot
in his standard monochromatic, blue-gray palette that’s as
varied as the actor-director’s range (from A to B).
He depicts an Italian-American milieu that Martin
Scorsese seemed to define in early films, such as “Mean
Streets,” filled with machismo and gangsta swagger, but
nobody in this film is nearly as explosive or unpredictable as the young Bobby De Niro. As I was watching, I
imagined an alternate flick running in my head helmed by
Pedro Almodovar or John Waters. Now, they could have
exploited a rag-doll tale of a hairdresser with an operatic
falsetto, a mobbed-up buddy, a queen-y record producer,
and of course the hackneyed structure of the biopic —

Tough watching the last film completed by Philip
Seymour Hoffman, colored as it is by knowledge of
his death. His character smokes and drinks heavily
and works himself to the point of self-denial, affecting
his relationships and his health. He looks exceedingly
weary and older than he was, until he smiles. Sorrow
and affection for this man who passed away too soon
could easily be replaced by anger in the viewer – why,
why? He had such a grand talent.
“A Most Wanted Man” is all he could want in memoriam. It’s
a somber film about a serious subject: spying in a post-Cold
War world. Determined not to let an event like 9/11 recur,
various agencies based in Hamburg are after a young
Chechen-Russian man who has entered the country illegally.
Issa (his Muslim name) owns the claim to a fortune and gains
legal representation in the form of Annabel Richter (Rachel

Deputy Branch Connally, played by Bailey Chase, sets up a roadblock on a lonesome highway. The road, says Chase, is a metaphor for his character’s existential issues.
Images courtesy of A&E Network.

Bailey Chase Cont. from page 14

a roadblock, in his own head the scene
was all one big metaphor for life.
“Branch himself is at a roadblock in
his life and must make decisions about
what his future looks like, what it holds
and what direction he’s ultimately
going to take towards it while simultaneously confronting his past.”
If that was the fictional Branch Connolly’s dilemma on the “Longmire”
set in late March, now, on a hot July
morning, this 42-year-old actor’s
immediate future looks, well, tired.
It has nothing to do with having just
come off the film schedule for “Longmire” nor his role in the upcoming
big-screen adaptation of the Pulitzerprize nominated “Tao of Surfing,”
the just-completed “Sex, Death and
Bowling” opposite Selma Blair, or the
about-to-film “Kill for Me.”
Chase’s tiredness has a name, a
lovely name, actually: Waverly Rose
Chase.
At only 6 weeks old, Waverly Rose
is doing what newborns do – wake in
the middle of the night, crying – and
her daddy grins even as he tries to
cover his yawns. Perhaps hoping
she’ll adopt the tradition of siesta by
osmosis, he explains that his daughter
is officially a New Mexican native; not

New Mexico’s open plains and
wooded mountainsides, even if
they do call it Wyoming.
Chase has seen his share
of different geographies and
cultures. After graduating from
Duke University with a degree
in psychology, he studied at the
London Academy of Music and
Dramatic Art before working in
New York, eventually setting up
residence in Los Angeles.
Still, he admits, he felt more than
a little culture shock when he first
began working in New Mexico and
the differences between shooting in,
say, Las Vegas versus Los Angeles
include references to everything
from population to ghosts to chile
to elk.
“Well, Las Vegas, New Mexico, is
certainly different! We stay at the
Plaza Hotel when we’re shooting,
and if you’ve ever heard that it’s
haunted, well, man, it is. It is! After
the first night there, we all got together the next morning
on set and asked each other, ‘Did you sleep last night?’ and
‘Did you hear anything?’ and we all had stories to tell.” He
also describes it, smiling, as “more than a little cool.”
As a Los Angeles resident, a much tinier population and
the lack of crowds – or traffic jams – were among the first
things Chase noticed, closely followed by the food.
One of his “Longmire” co-stars, Lou Diamond Phillips,

only was she born in the Land of Enchantment in late May but, seeing as
how she was the first baby delivered
at the new Birth Center of Southwest
Care in Santa Fe, they named the
birthing room the “Waverly Room” in
her honor.

The show has become
famous for its panoramic
shots of Northern New
Mexico’s open plains and
wooded mountainsides,
even if they do call
it Wyoming.
Waiting until his 40s to get married
and have a child was fairly deliberate
on Chase’s part, he explains, and if it
brings lack-of-sleep circles under his
eyes, it’s a happy trade-off.
“I grew up in a suburb of Chicago,
and my parents divorced when I was
2,” he explains. “My mother moved
my brother and I to Florida, raised
us as a single parent, and we spent

summers and vacations and holidays
shuttling back and forth between
Florida and Chicago.
“Being the product of a broken
home, I was a bit scared of it all, you
know? You want to figure everything
out and get everything just perfect
before you get married and have a
child, but then (laughs) life takes
over and you get to this place. And
you know what? That’s OK. That’s
great. And I’m so happy that I’m here,
where I am, right now.”
While the cast and crew wait to hear
whether “Longmire” is being picked
up for its fourth season – pretty
much a given because it had more
than 6 million viewers (the season
finale aired on Aug. 4) Chase is taking
some small movie roles that will allow
him to work for a few months before
heading back to New Mexico in late
winter to start filming again.
The “Longmire” producers and
location scouts chose Santa Fe and
Las Vegas for their primary shooting
locales with the occasional jaunt to
Red River, Pecos and the surrounding
areas as specific scenes called for it.
The show has become famous for its
wide, panoramic shots of northern
cont. on page 15

McAdams), who helps him connect with the banker who holds
his money, Tommy Brue (Willem Dafoe).
Hoffman is Günther Bachmann, the spy master of a
small German agency that is operating under the radar.
He is completely focused on finding out why Issa is in
Germany. Bachmann, Richter and Brue eventually team
up to help Issa, who has been imprisoned in Russia and
was horribly tortured and refuses to return. They set up
a delicate operation in which Issa is to give his money
to charities administered by a man suspected of funding
terrorists. American CIA agent Martha Sullivan (Robin
Wright) tries hard throughout to persuade Bachmann to
see things her way.
Everyone has his or her own agenda, contributing to a
monstrous ending. But the book on which the screenplay
is based was written by John le Carré, who himself
worked as an agent in Hamburg in the early ‘60s (check
out the silver-haired gent in the wooden booth behind
Hoffman in the café scene), so we know the plot will be
relentlessly, realistically bleak.
The cinematography makes Hamburg a place where
the sun never breaks through the cloud cover, fitting because good men never triumph there. Hoffman inhabits
this gray world like he wears his character’s rumpled
raincoat, constant and resigned. He is Bachmann. Try
to see how he does it. You can’t.
— Stephanie Hainsfurther
“Jersey Boys” and “A Most Wanted Man” are playing at
movie theaters in Albuquerque.

introduced Chase and the rest of
the cast to a few of the Santa Fe
restaurants he remembered from
filming “Young Guns” – places like
Maria’s, The Shed and La Choza –
and for the chile alone, Chase says,
New Mexico makes Los Angeles
look ... wimpy.
Another thing Chase isn’t likely
to encounter in Los Angeles is
the wide-open space that brought
“Longmire” to the state to begin
with, and he sounds almost reverent when describing one particular
shoot and one particular “set”
called Valles Caldera.
“We went up to the Caldera when
we were shooting the pilot for
‘Longmire,’ and I remember thinking it was just stunningly beautiful.
Recently I had a chance to go up
there again for a shoot, and it was
Ursula Coyote
maybe 5:30 in the morning. The sun
was coming up slowly, and there
was this massive buck elk standing
just 10 feet or so away from me, staring me down. Talk
about culture shock.”
New Mexico resident and former NPR/BBC correspondent Betsy
Model has written and produced for more than 40 nternational
outlets including Forbes, Marketwatch, Playboy, Details,
Biography and the International Herald Tribune.
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CALENDAR

CASINOS

SATURDAY, AUGUST 16

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24
CROSBY, STILLS & NASH

Isleta Amphitheater, The Showroom, 5601
University Blvd SE

Sandia Resort & Casino Amphitheater, 30
Rainbow Rd
8 pm, $45-55, 796-7500, sandiacasino.com,
ticketmaster.com

8 pm, $30-40, 452-5100, holdmyticket.com

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 25

AARON LEWIS

Solo songs and hits from his career with Staind.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19
ZZ TOP & JEFF BECK

Sandia Resort & Casino Amphitheater, 30
Rainbow Rd

Rock gods and supreme guitarist; worth
the money.
7 pm, $75+, 796-7500, sandiacasino.com,
ticketmaster.com

SANTANA: THE CORAZÓN TOUR

Sandia Resort & Casino Amphitheater, 30
Rainbow Rd
8 pm, $65-85, 796-7500, sandiacasino.com,
ticketmaster.com

CLUBS & PUBS
NOW-AUGUST 23

SISTER THE BAR, 407 Central Ave NW, 2424900, sisterthebar.com

Aug 13, 9 pm, Omotai, Ronoso, Distances
Aug 14, 9 pm, Futilitarian, Ghosts Of Glaciers, Cassovita, Cicada, Corrosion of Conformity, Bl’ast, Brant Bjork, Lord Dying

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20
SLAVES

Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW

“Through Art We Are All Equals” tour, with
openers Myka Relocate, Alive Like Me,
Nightmares, Heartist and Youth in Revolt.
6:30 pm, $12, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com

FRIDAY, AUGUST 22
FRIDAY, AUGUST 22
LOS LONELY BOYS

Isleta Amphitheater, The Showroom, 5601
University Blvd SE

With special guest Del Castillo.

8 pm, $35-45, 452-5100, holdmyticket.com

SATURDAY, AUGUST 23
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS

Route 66 Casino, Legends Theater, 14500
Central Ave SW

They’re still hip to be square.
8 pm, $35-75, 352-7866, Rt66casino.com

WAY BITCHEN’ 80’S LIVE!
Low Spirits, 2823 2nd St NW

Local band Blame it on Rebekkah, A Band
Named Sue, Youngsville and Endless
Agenda.
8 pm, info & tickets: lowspiritsLive.com

AUGUST 23 & SEPTEMBER 2

EL REY THEATRE, 622 Central Ave SW,
510-2582, elreyabq.com
August 23, 8:30 pm, Pandemonium Iii
September 2, 8 pm, DJ Castle Vania

MONDAY, AUGUST 25

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30

FRIDAY, AUGUST 15
Gauthier plays from her newest CD, “Love
and Trouble.” Presented by Southwest Roots
Music.

Grammy Award-winning trio plays roots
music and songs from “A Dotted Line.”

8 pm, 473-0743, themineshafttavern.com

More at Launchpad:

NOW-SEPTEMBER 13

LAUNCHPAD, 618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887,
launchpadrocks.com, closed Mondays

August 14, 9 pm, $5, Noctiphetamine, Echoes
Of Fallen, Laminectomy, Fallen Prophets,
Forever Formless
August 18, 8 pm, $10, Cage & Sadistik, Maulskull
August 26, 9 pm, Nick Britt & Black Market
Research, Cowboys & Indian, The Lymbs
August 30, 9 pm, $15, Nik Turner’s Hawkwind,
Witch Mountain, Hedersleben, Black Maria
September 3, 8 pm, $13, Stick Figure, Pacific
Dub, Hirie
September 6, 8 pm, $5, Beard, The Lymbs,
The Howlin’ Wolves, Fire To The Rescue, The
Danger Lines
September 7, 8 pm, $15, The Skatalites, Crazy Fool
September 13, 9 pm, $10-15, Burlesque Noir
Presents: Keepin’ It Classy

NOW-SEPTEMBER 23

SUNSHINE THEATER, 120 Central Ave SW,
Info & Tickets: sunshinetheaterlive.com

Aug 24, 8 pm, Queensryche Farewell Tour
starring Geoff Tate
September 17, 8 pm, $28.50, Porter Robinson
“Worlds” Tour
September 23, 8 pm, $25, Conor Oberst,
Jonathan Wilson, Refried Ice Cream

AUGUST 15 & AUGUST 29

7:30 pm, $22-25, 268-0044, outpostspace.org,
brownpapertickets.com, southwestroots.org

SATURDAY, AUGUST 16
MARY GAUTHIER

Old Taos County Courthouse, 104 North Plaza,
Taos

Gay musician Gauthier’s newest CD, “Love
and Trouble,” has put her music on the map.
7:30 pm, $15, taoslifestyleproductions.com

SUNDAY, AUGUST 17
CHATTER SUNDAY: JESSE TATUM AND
CONOR HANICK

Kosmos Performance Space at the Factory on
5th, 1715 Fifth St NW

Chamber music, poetry and coffee, in an
informal, acoustically excellent setting.

Doors open 9:30 am, $15 at the door, ChatterABQ.org

TUESDAY, AUGUST 19
NINE INCH NAILS AND SOUNDGARDEN
Isleta Amphitheater, 5601 University Blvd SE

The influential rock bands, fronted by Death
Grips.
7 pm, $32-400+, 452-5100, Livenation.com,
ticketmaster.com

8 pm, $45-60, 796-7500, sandiacasino.com,
ticketmaster.com

Kiva Auditorium, 401 2nd St NW

Coachella and “Prairie Home Companion”
regulars visit ABQ.
8 pm, $20-38, 768-4575, ticketmaster.com

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
LYLE LOVETT AND HIS LARGE BAND

Downs of Santa Fe, 27475 W Frontage Rd,
Santa Fe (between exits 271 & 276 off I-25)

Singer/songwriter, acoustic guitarist and actor Lyle Lovett wraps up his summer tour.
7 pm, $48-79, kids $12, ampconcerts.org,
heathconcerts.org

READ OUR STORY ON LYLE LOVETT IN
THE SEPTEMBER 10 ISSUE OF ABQ FREE
PRESS.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

6:30 pm, Free, (575) 538-2505, mimbresarts.org

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
DICK HYMAN
RAHIM ALHAJ & FRIENDS

CHATTER CABARET: JAMES D’LEÓN,
PIANIST

2-6 pm, $10-50 depending on event, go to
holdmyticket.com; isleta.com for room deals and
coupons.

OLD CROW MEDICINE SHOW

Part of the 6th annual Pickamania, Sept 12–14.

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 12

Hotel Andaluz, 125 2nd St NW, Casablanca Rm

Modern and classical music in a nightclub
setting. Food and drink extra.

7:30 pm, $20, 764-8887, launchpadrocks.com

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13

Gough Park, Silver City

SUNDAY, AUGUST 24

Brews and more brews.

Popular American roots music group.

SARAH JAROSZ

8 pm, $25-35, 452-5100, holdmyticket.com

Isleta Resort & Casino, 5601 University Blvd SE

For all events and a lineup of entertainment:
tellurideblues.com

5 pm, $25, brownpapertickets.com,
ChatterABQ.org

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27
JEEZ LA WEEZ

N4th Theatre, 4904 4th St NW

Mapcap, musical, and they dress funny, too.
12:30 pm, free, ampconcerts.org

THE AVETT BROTHERS

Santa Fe Opera, 301 Opera Drive, Santa Fe

Folk, rock, soul and pop as exhibited by their
new CD, “The Carpenter.”

8 pm, $35-55, (505) 986-5900, ticketmaster.com

Music in Corrales, Old San Isidro Church, 966
Old Church Rd, Corrales

Renowned American jazz pianist and composer of soundtracks for Woody Allen.

7:30 pm, $22-25, brownpapertickets.com, musicincorrales.org

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19
JASON ALDEAN

Isleta Amphitheater, 5601 University Blvd SE

“Burn It Down” Tour with Florida Georgia
Line and Tyler Farr.
7:30 pm, $40-75, 452-5100, Livenation.com,
ticketmaster.com

SEPTEMBER 19-20
¡GLOBALQUERQUE!

National Hispanic Cultural Center,
1701 4th Street SW

Albuquerque’s favorite music fest, in its 10th
annual celebration of global music.

For information, complete lineup and tickets, go
to: globalquerque.org

TV
SUNDAYS, AUGUST 24-SEPTEMBER 7
MASTERPIECE MYSTERY!: BREATHLESS
New Mexico PBS, KNME-TV Channel, 8 pm

For Downton Abbey lovers and hospital soap
opera buffs.

FESTIVALS, FIESTAS & FAMILY

Music in Corrales, Old San Isidro Church, 966
Old Church Rd, Corrales

WEEKEND, AUGUST 16-17

7:30 pm, $22-25, brownpapertickets.com, musicincorrales.org

Loma Colorado Library and Rio Rancho High
School, Rio Rancho

KNIGHTS & DRAGONS FAIRE

Duels, costume making and more, for all ages.

FILM

For a roster of events, times and locations:
ci.rio-rancho.nm.us

AUGUST15-SEPTEMBER 7

SUNDAY, AUGUST 17

FILMS AT THE GUILD

The Guild Cinema, 3405 Central Ave NE
$5–10, 255-1848, guildcinema.com

August 15-18, 4:15 and 8:30 pm, Mood Indigo
August 15-18, 6:15 pm, We Are the Best
August 16, 1 pm, Homesick, with director
Susan Abod
August 17, 1 pm, Resistance: Not All Germs
Are Created Equal
August 19-21, 2 pm, 4:45 and 7:30 pm, Welcome to the Space Show
August 22-25, 6 pm, Brasslands!
August 22-25, 3:30 and 8:15 pm, Finding Fela
August 24, 1 pm, Open Sesame: The Story of
Seeds
August 26-28, 4 pm, 6:15 and 8:30 pm,
Patema Inverted
August 29-September 4, 4:30 and 6:30 pm,
2014 Sundance Film Festival Shorts
August 29-September 4, 8:30 pm, Frank
August 30-21, noon, Shane
September 6, 1 pm, Sign Painters
September 7, 1 pm, Pantani: The Accidental
Death of a Cyclist

UNM, Mesa del Sol Theater, 5700B University
W Blvd

7:30 pm, $25, brownpapertickets.com, 2680044, outpostspace.org

Launchpad, 618 Central Ave SW

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25

BLACK MAMA/MÁS ALLÁ DEL MALL

Local award-winning oud player, presented
by Avokado Artists.

KOTTONMOUTH KINGS

7:30 pm, $25-30, southwestrootsmusic.org

SATURDAY, AUGUST 23

The Outpost Performance Space, 210 Yale SE

ALABAMA

Dance to the music of Stanley “Buckwheat”
Dural Jr. and his piano accordion.

BIRDS OF CHICAGO

Camp out, tune in, sing gospel at Sunday brunch.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 14

“The Calm After…” tour.

Santa Fe Farmer’s Market, 1607 Paseo de
Peralta, Railyard District, Santa Fe

Telluride Town Park, Telluride, Colo.

MUSIC

FRIDAY, AUGUST 15

Hip hop band, with Imperial Soundclash,
Pilot Touhill, Chucky Chuck, C4 and Nicki
Gritts, and Ghetto Blast.

TELLURIDE BLUES & BREWS FESTIVAL

August 15, Judge Bob and the Hung Jury
August 29, The Real Matt Jones

Isleta Resort & Casino, The Showroom, 5601
University Blvd SE

7th ANNUAL ALBUQUERQUE HOPFEST

SEPTEMBER 12-14

Prairie Star Restaurant & Wine Bar, 288 Prairie
Star Rd, Santa Ana Pueblo
(505) 867-3327, mynewmexicogolf.com

TRAVIS TRITT

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

8 pm, $40-55, 768-3544, KiMoTickets.com

PATIO MUSIC SERIES

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

Sandia Resort & Casino Amphitheater, 30
Rainbow Rd
8 pm, $60-80, 796-7500, sandiacasino.com,
ticketmaster.com

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW

SATURDAY, AUGUST 23

$3-10, 768-2000,
cabq.gov/culturalservices/biopark

The Sanchez sisters and their bro singing
Latin classics, corridos and cumbias.

BUCKWHEAT ZYDECO

Original blues rock from a local favorite band.

The Outpost, 210 Yale SE

“Prairie Home Companion” favorites Robin
& Linda Williams promote their new CD
“Back 40.”

Sandia Resort & Casino Amphitheater, 30
Rainbow Rd

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24

MARY GAUTHIER

Albuquerque Bio Park, 2601 Central Ave. NW

SPARX & LORENZO ANTONIO

SATURDAY, AUGUST 29

TODD TIJERINA TRIO

Mine Shaft Tavern, 2846 New Mexico 14, Madrid
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NICKEL CREEK

SUMMER NIGHTS CONCERT SERIES

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6

EVENTS

UNM Interdisciplinary Film & Digital Media
presents two films by Miguel Alvear, one
depicting the cultural traditions of Ecuador;
the other, a fictional recounting of Alvear’s
unusual method of building an audience for
his films. Part of Digital Latin America.
7 pm, free, 277-2286, ifdm.unm.edu

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30
EMERGE: FILM & DIGITAL MEDIA
CREATIVE WORKS

UNM, Mesa del Sol Theater, 5700B University
W Blvd

UNM Interdisciplinary Film & Digital Media
invites audiences to see film, photography, design and digital dome art by UNM
students. The final event of Digital Latin
America.
4-6 pm, free, 277-2286, ifdm.unm.edu

SUNDAY, AUGUST 31
THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE
KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW

Remake of the classic film with Meryl Streep,
Liev Schreiber and Jon Voight.
2 pm, $5-7, 768-3544, KiMoTickets.com

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 18
2ND ANNUAL SOUTHWEST BACON FEST

Anderson-Abruzzo Albuquerque International
Balloon Museum, 9201 Balloon Museum Dr NE
$7 adult admission, passes are $25 and include
food, 880-0500, ABQBacon.com

THEATER
NOW-AUGUST 30
DIVORCING THE MOB

Foul Play Café, Sheraton Uptown, 2600 Louisiana Blvd NE

Join Foul Play Cafe for dinner and our newest mystery. We all know what happens when
you marry into the mob, but what happens
when you want to get a divorce?
Fri-Sat 7:30 pm, $56.50 per person for 4-course
dinner and performance. Tips and alcohol not
included. Reservations required: foulplaycafe.
com; info: 377-9593.

NOW-AUGUST 31
BANG, BANG, YOU’RE DEAD

Desert Rose Playhouse, 6921 Montgomery Blvd
NE (NW corner Montgomery & Louisiana)
Fri-Sat, 8 pm, Sun 2 pm, $12, 881-0503, boxoffice@desertroseplayhouse.com

NOW-AUGUST 31
AS YOU LIKE IT

Aux Dog Theatre Nob Hill X-space, 3015 Monte
Vista Blvd NE

TOMATO FIESTA

ABQ Garden Center, 10120 Lomas Blvd NE

11 am-3 pm, $5, kids under 12 free, 296-6020,
abqgardencenter.org

AUGUST 23
WESTSIDE SUMMERFEST

Cottonwood Drive between Old Airport Road
and Ellison Drive

The event will include free kids’ activities,
a variety of food trucks, a market with local
artisans and neighborhood businesses, and
more. The headlining artist, Morris and
the Day and Time, will take the stage from
9-10:30 pm. Event is 5-10:30 pm, free.

TUESDAY, AUGUST 26
GARDEN NIGHTWALK

ABQ BioPark Garden, 903 10th Street SW

It’s cool at night, lots of fun and a little bit creepy.
7:30-9 pm, $10, children 3-10 $6, 768-2000,
abqbiopark.com

AUGUST 28-31
SANTE FE YOGA FESTIVAL

Bishop’s Lodge Ranch & Resort, 1297 Bishops
Lodge Rd, Santa Fe, (505) 983-6377
Begins at 5:30 pm on August 28. For a complete schedule of events: santafeyogafestival.org

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 7
FOLK ART FESTIVAL

Washington Middle School Park, 1101 Park SW

Presented by OFFCenter at a new location
this year.
For events and times: offcenter.org

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
CORRALES HOME TOUR
Village of Corrales

Inaugural self-guided tour of private homes.

10 am-4 pm, $20, 934-4116, purchase at various
town merchants or online at: corralesfuturefund.
org/home-tour

Shakespearean comedy, featuring Jessica
Osbourne and Q. Michael Mander; a coproduction of Aux Dog Theatre Nob Hill and
the Santa Fe Shakespeare Society.
Fri, Sat, Sun 7:30 pm, $12-15, 254-1776, auxdog.com

AUGUST 14-24
JIM CADY’S HAMLET

Musical Theatre Southwest Center for Theatre,
6320 Domingo Rd NE

Hamlet with 13 men who are all in prison for
90 minutes.

Thursday-Saturday 7:30 pm, Sunday 2 pm, $1820, brownpapertickets.com

AUGUST 22-31
MAGIC TREE HOUSE: THE KNIGHT AT
DAWN

Cardboard Playhouse Theatre Company, N4th
Theatre, 4904 4th St NW

The New Mexico premiere of a musical based
on the second book of the series by Mary
Pope Osborne.

Friday 7 pm, Saturday 2 pm and 7 pm, Sunday 2
pm, $10, cardboard-playhouse.org

SEPTEMBER 11-17
OUTSIDE MULLINGAR

FUSION Theatre Company, 700 1st St. NW,
playing at various venues

National regional premiere of a romantic
comedy by John Patrick Shanley, playwright
of “Doubt.” For more season info: 766-9412,
and read our story on page 22.

EVENTS

EVENTS

NOW-SEPTEMBER 3

NOW-JANUARY 5

NOW-FEBRUARY 15

OPENING OCTOBER 24

CHRISTO & JEANNE-CLAUDE: THE TOM
GOLDEN COLLECTION

NATIVE AMERICAN PORTRAITS: POINTS
OF INQUIRY

WOODEN MENAGERIE: MADE IN NEW
MEXICO

POTTERY OF THE U.S. SOUTH: A LIVING
TRADITION

107 artworks by masters of the
wood-carving craft.

Regional pottery from the southern states.

268-6828, mariposa-gallery.com

Read our interview with Max Evans
on Page 23 in this issue.
September 2, 7 pm Bill Nevins, “Heartbreak
Ridge”
September 6, 11 am, Deborah Madison
Brunch at Slate Street Café, $75-110,
September 6, 4 pm Ruth Westheimer,
Planned Parenthood Fundraiser
September 16, 7 pm, Mark Tatulli, “Desmond
Puckett”
September 20, 3 pm David Wagner, “Death
in the Dolomites”
September 22, 7 pm Laila Lalami, “The
Moor’s Account”
September 24, 7 pm, Erika Wurth, “Crazy
Horse’s Girlfriend”
October 4, 3 pm Judy Chicago, “Institutional
Time & The Dinner Party: Restoring Women
to History”

NOW-SEPTEMBER 1

AUGUST 16-AUGUST 19
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ARTSPREE

NOW-AUGUST 31

WICKED

AUGUST 16-SEPTEMBER 30

THE SIDESHOW and REAL LIVE

Broadway’s biggest blockbuster, tickets on
sale now.

THERE IS NO WHY HERE: FRAGMENTS
OF THE HOLOCAUST

SEPTEMBER 17-OCTOBER 5
Popejoy Hall, UNM Main Campus

Tickets can be purchased at the UNM Ticket
Offices and select area Albertsons locations, or
online at popejoypresents.com or unmtickets.
com. To charge by phone, call (877) 664-8661
or (505) 925-5858. Group orders for 20 or more
may be placed by calling 344-1779.

See Theater Briefs on Page 22 for
more upcoming events and new
theater seasons.

DANCE
AUGUST 15-17
BALLET PRO MUSICA FESTIVAL

National Hispanic Cultural Center, 1701 4th
Street SW

Members of the Jalisco Ballet of Mexico dance
to chamber music by La Catrina Quartet with
pianist Jacquelyn Helin.
Opening night gala reception, Fri 6:30 pm ($127
for gala and show); performances Fri-Sat 8 pm,
Sun 2 pm, $37-57, 724-4771, nhccnm.org

AUGUST 23
ALBUQUERQUE LATIN DANCE
FESTIVAL 2014

Albuquerque Photographers’ Gallery, 303
Romero St, Old Town

New Mexico artist Karl Koenig made gumoil
prints of his photos of Auschwitz, starting 50
years after the liberation of the Nazi concentration camps.
Free, 244-9195, abqphotographersgallery.com

AUGUST 18-24
SANTA FE INDIAN MARKET WEEK
Historic Santa Fe Plaza, Santa Fe

The iconic event, now in its 92nd year, with
artists from more than 220 tribes in the U.S.
and Canada and more than 600 booths. For
more information: swaia.org

AUGUST 20-SEPTEMBER 25
DANA PATTERSON ROTH: PHOTOGRAPHS
Placitas Community Library, 453 Highway 165
(about 5 miles east of I-25 exit 242)

Reception: Friday, September 12, 5–7 pm

10 am-noon, free or donation, 867-3355, placitaslibrary.com

AUGUST 22-SEPTEMBER 13

Presented by elite Dance Company of New
Mexico. The classic tale of love versus death,
or unending life.

Fri, September 5 and September 12, 7 pm; Sat,
September 6, 2 pm; and Sat, September 13, 7
pm, $18, 344-8299, elitenm.net

COMEDY
NOW-NOVEMBER 4
OH, SUSANA!

The Box Performance Space, 100 Gold Ave SW

This original satire takes a look at what it
truly means to be a citizen of the 47th state
(which also happens to be our national ranking in education). Conceived and directed
by Cody Dove, an alumnus of Second City.
Through Election Tuesday; check show times.
9 pm, $17.50, 404-1578, theboxabq.com

BRAD WILSON: AVIAN

photo-eye Bookstore + Project Space, 376-A
Garcia Street, Santa Fe

Exquisite, close-up portraits of birds; an
exhibit and book signing.

Artist’s reception August 22, 5-7 pm, free, (505)
988-5159, photoeye.com

SEPTEMBER 20-21 and SEPTEMBER
27-28
17TH ANNUAL HIGH ROAD ART TOUR
High Road to Taos Scenic Byway between
Santa Fe and Taos
For all details: Highroadnewmexico.com

Encaustic Art Institute, Pyramid Gallery, 18
General Goodwin Road, Cerrillos

Interpretations of the natural world, in encaustic/wax medium.
(505) 424-6487, eainm.com

NOW-SEPTEMBER 13
REVERIE

“Natural Process”: woven wire structures by
Maria Ross. “Abstraks”: archival, limited edition, pigment prints by Anne Farrell.

David Richard Gallery, Railyard Arts District, 544
S Guadalupe St, Santa Fe

GREGORY BOTTS: SELECTIONS FROM
THE MADRID GROUP

Abstract Landscape Paintings of Madrid, NM
(505) 983-9555, davidrichardgallery.com

NOW-AUGUST 31
THEATER OF LIFE

Tortuga Gallery, 901 Edith SE

The artwork of Eliza Schmid.
369-1648, tortugagallery.org

August 16, 2:30 pm, Loretta Hall, “Space
Pioneers: In Their Own Words”
August 19, 6:30 pm, Susan Slater, “Rollover”

MUSEUMS
FRIDAY, AUGUST 22
CHRISTO: FREE LECTURE

Albuquerque Museum of Art & History,
19th & Mountain Rd NW

Christo and his late wife Jeanne-Claude have
spent more than 40 years creating celebrated
works of art worldwide. Reservations, required for the lecture and book signing, will
be taken beginning August 1; we suggest you
buy your choice of books prior to the event at
the Museum bookstore.

NOW-OCTOBER 3

DEADLINE: AUGUST 29

NOW-SEPTEMBER 30
CLETUS SMITH SOLO EXHIBITION

Act I Gallery, 218 Paseo del Pueblo Norte, Taos

Modern romanticism in painting.

TAOS AND BEYOND: STUDIO ART TOUR

Taos Town Hall, 400 Camino de la Placita, Taos
8 am-5 pm, free, taosartscouncil.org

AUGUST 14-OCTOBER 4

Works of Rod Replogle and Roger Green explore
the subtractive and additive processes in art.

Page One Books, free unless otherwise noted,
5850 Eubank NE, page1book.com

(575) 758-7831, actonegallery.com

238-5071, pagecoleman.com

PLUS & MINUS

KiMo Theatre, KiMo Gallery, 417 Central Ave
NW entry, Downtown

BOOK SIGNINGS AND OTHER EVENTS AT
PAGE ONE

Please call 338-8760 on August 1 to make
a reservation for tickets. LIMIT: 2 TICKETS. Tickets will be available for pickup at the Museum
between 5-5:45 pm on the date of the event
unless otherwise notified. If the event is sold
out, and you wish to be placed on a waiting list,
please come to the Museum at 5 pm on August
22. More info: contact the Museum at 243-7255;
cabq.gov/museum

BOOKS

You know actor/comedian Knudsen from
“Big Love” and “Conan.”

Route 66 Casino, Legends Theater, 14500
Central Ave SW
8 pm, $35-75, 352-7866, Rt66casino.com

THE ART OF NATURE; AND ALL THAT IS
NATURAL 

NOW-AUGUST 23

NOW-AUGUST 23

LEWIS BLACK: THE RANT IS DUE

Jim Kopp’s painted, recycled furniture parts
(downstairs), and Asian-themed ceramics
and paintings by Pat Marsello.

Page Coleman Gallery, 6320-B Linn Ave. NE

AN EVENING WITH MATT KNUDSEN

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 19

Mariposa Gallery, 3500 Central SE, Nob Hill

NATURAL PROCESS and ABSTRAKS

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27

8 pm, $11.50, theboxabq.com

JIM KOPP and THE NATURE OF BRUSHWORK

NOW-SEPTEMBER 27

Free, Weds-Sat 11-8 pm, Sun 11-3 pm, cabq.
gov/kimo

The Box Performance Space, 100 Gold Ave SW,
Downtown

NOW-AUGUST 31

(800) 227-6941, photoeye.com

6:30 pm-midnight, $37-40, 724-4771,
abqlatinfest.com

North 4th Theatre, 4904 Fourth St NW

508-3049, strangerfactory.com

Photographer Tom Chambers modernizes
Renaissance painting techniques with his
camera.

Featuring Toby Love and Son Como Son,
with live salsa, bachata, merengue, and cha
cha cha. Food and drink concessions are
available; children 10 and younger are admitted free. Covered seating is provided for an
all-weather event.

DRACULA

The Sideshow in the gallery room is a group
exhibit of circus-themed work; Real Live,
in the Project Room, shows new works by
Leecifer.

photo-eye Gallery, 541 South Guadalupe St,
Railyard Arts District, Santa Fe

National Hispanic Cultural Center, 1701 4th
Street SW, Plaza Mayor

SEPTEMBER 5-6, 12-13

Circus Posterus/Stranger Factory,
109 Carlisle Blvd NE

BOOK SIGNINGS AND OTHER EVENTS AT
BOOKWORKS
Bookworks, 4022 Rio Grande NW, free unless
otherwise noted, bkwrks.com

August 14, 7 pm, Benjamin Radford, “Mysterious New Mexico”
August 16, 3 pm, John Nichols, “Conjugal Bliss”
August 17, 3 pm, Zora O’Neill, “Moon’s
Guide to New Mexico”
August 18, 7 pm, Susan Slater, “Rollover”
August 19-20, 7 pm, Kevin Fedarko, “The
Emerald Mile”
August 24, 3 pm, Paul O’Connor, “Taos
Portraits”
August 27, 7 pm, Sherri Burr, “A Short and
Happy Guide to Financial Planning
August 28, 7 pm, Hampton Sides, “In the
Kingdom of Ice”
August 30, 3 pm, Max Evans 90th Birthday
Bash

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS - MUSEUM
PHOTO COMPETITION
The National Museum of Nuclear Science
& History will host a photo art exhibit that
invites members of the community to share
their photographic talent and eye for everything that is science, technology, engineering,
art and mathematics (STEaM). The “Atomic
STEaM Photography Show” exhibition will
display photography ranging from the literal
engineering feats of the Great Wall of China
and the Great Pyramid of Giza, to the abstract
interpretation of science as seen through a
plant experiencing photosynthesis.
Entry is open to professionals and amateurs
alike with an opportunity not only to win a
cash prize, but also to have their work on display in a national, accredited, Smithsonianaffiliated museum. Each entry fee is $15, and
there is no limit to the amount of entries an
individual can submit.
All winning entries will debut at the National
Museum of Nuclear Science & History from
November 8 through January 4. Entries are now
being accepted online at nuclearmuseum.org.
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Albuquerque Museum of Art & History
19th and Mountain Rd NW

An expansive collection of the works of
Christo & Jeanne-Claude.
With museum admission, 243-7255,
cabq.gov/museum

NOW-SEPTEMBER 7
JOHN CONNELL: CHEAP SECRETS OF
THE EAST and HIGHLIGHTS FROM THE
GUS FOSTER COLLECTION
Harwood Museum of Art, 238 Ledoux St, Taos

Contemporary artist Connell lived in Northern New Mexico from the ‘70s through the
‘90s. The Foster Collection comprises 391
contemporary works by 83 artists; 131 of
them are on display.
With museum admission, (575) 758-9826, harwoodmuseum.org

NOW-SEPTEMBER 21
NATIVE AMERICAN BOLO TIES: VINTAGE
AND MODERN ARTISTRY

Albuquerque Museum of Art & History, 19th and
Mountain Rd NW

Celebrating the art, history and popular
culture of the bolo tie with an exhibit of 370
bolos. Bolos have been worn in New Mexico
for decades, and the act making the bolo tie
the state’s official neckwear passed in 2007.

The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture/Laboratory of Anthropology, Museum Hill, 710-708
Camino Lejo, (off Old Santa Fe Trail), Santa Fe

More than 50 images from the Palace of Governors Photo Archives spanning 100 years.
With museum admission, (505) 476-1250, indianartsandculture.org

NOW-JANUARY 21
EVERYBODY’S NEIGHBOR: VIVIAN
VANCE

Albuquerque Museum, 19th & Mountain Rd NW

She got her start at the KiMo Theatre and
Albuquerque Little Theatre, and you can
view her mementos and participate in this
multimedia exhibit.

With museum admission, 243-7255, cabq.gov/
museum

NOW-JANUARY 31
FRED HARVEY AND THE MAKING OF THE
AMERICAN WEST
Millicent Rogers Museum, 1504 Millicent Rogers
Rd, Taos

Harvey family items, jewelry and pottery
sold in the shops, the role of the railroad.
With museum admission, (575) 758-2462,
millicentrogers.org

With museum admission, 243-7255,
cabq.gov/museum

Museum of International Folk Art,
706 Camino Lejo, Santa Fe

With museum admission, (505) 476-1200,
internationalfolkart.org

NOW-MARCH 29
PAINTING THE DIVINE: IMAGES OF MARY
IN THE NEW WORLD (photo)
New Mexico History Museum, 113 Lincoln
Avenue, Santa Fe

Religious art that survived from churches in
Mexico, Peru and New Mexico.
With museum admission, (505) 476-5200,
nmhistorymuseum.org

NOW-MAY 2015
SECRETS OF THE SYMBOLS

Museum of Spanish Colonial Art, 750 Camino
Lejo, Santa Fe

What signs and symbols, colors and motifs
meant in Spanish colonial art.

With museum admission, (505) 982-2226, spanishcolonial.org

SEPTEMBER 13-DECEMBER 20
DAVID MAISEL/BLACK MAPS: AMERICAN
LANDSCAPE AND THE APOCALYPTIC
SUBLIME and LUZ RESTIRADA: LATIN
AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHY
UNM Art Museum, 1 University of New Mexico
With donation, 277-4001, unmartmuseum.org

International Museum of Folk Art, 706 Camino
Lejo, Santa Fe
(505) 476-1200, internationalfolkart.org

CONFERENCE
SEPTEMBER 6
TEDxABQ Conference

Popejoy Hall, UNM Main Campus

Speakers with extraordinary ideas, and other
events.
$65, TEDxABQ.com

Rusty Rutherford: Connecting to gang youth
through humor
Raquel Redshirt: A young Navajo engineer’s technology to change the way people live off the grid.
Andrew Lovato, Ph.D.: How does tourism affect
indigenous culture and life? A Santa Fe story.
Conrad Skinner, AIA: Ahead of its time: a
visionary architect for Native drama
Vipin Gupta, Ph.D.: An innovative and
inventive look at energy generation from one
of the nation’s pioneering engineers
Roslynn Gallegos: Hope for a future where
people are not for sale
Jamey Stillings: A photographer explores
how humans are using the earth’s resources;
Madison “Peach” Steiner: The young
founder of Peach’s Neat Feet and her story of
creating an organization that gives back and
others.

Classical Music: Tell Tchaikovsky the News
The classical music season enriches summer in New
Mexico and warms up fall with a variety of offerings for
aficionados and newbies alike. Upcoming concerts bring
a wealth of talent to the state and highlight the wonderful
musicians who already live and work here. Treat yourself
to these opening events in Albuquerque, Santa Fe, Taos
and Angel Fire.

AUGUST 15–31
Summer Festival Artistic Director and world-class
violinist Ida Kavafian kicks off opening weekend of
Music from Angel Fire with Beethoven’s Sonata in A
Major for Piano and Violin, with Anne-Marie McDermott at the piano. Joining them over the weekend
are the Donald Sinta Saxophone Quartet, Steven
Tenenbom on viola, and nine violinists in a Musical
Conversations wrap-up on Sunday night featuring
the works of Vivaldi. You also can attend one of
the open rehearsals for free to view the musicians’
process. More than 9,000 people attend these concerts
every year, and they are held at various locations, so
be sure to score your tickets right away.
For tickets and information about the entire 2014
Summer Festival: (888) 377-3300 or musicfromangelfire.org.

SEPTEMBER
Sundays in September belong to Chatter. The cozy
Kosmos Performance Space at Factory on 5th (1715

5th St NW) makes it seem like old friends are gathering for coffee and conversation—until the music
starts. Then the audience becomes part of something
magical. Led by Music Director David Felberg and
a roster of outstanding local talent, the concerts are
punctuated by poetry and camaraderie. Here’s a list
of upcoming Chatter Sundays:
- Sept. 7: Atterberg Suite No. 3 and Shostakovich
Viola Sonata, with David Felberg and Shanti Randall;
poet: Tony Mares
- Sept. 14: Denise Wernly sings Strauss, Schubert
and more; poet: Margaret Randall
- Sept. 21: Composer John Kennedy Premiere; poet:
VB Price
- Sept. 28: Serenata of Santa Fe, Chamber Music;
poet: Erika Wurth
Chatter Sunday has a new ticketing system, so
make reservations at chatterabq.org.
Also in September is a fundraiser for the Jackie
McGehee Young Artists’ Competition for Piano and
Strings, to be held at the Hiland Theater. Pianist
Hyperion Knight will perform from 3-5 p.m. on
Sunday, Sept. 14. The well-known musician plays
classics and popular standards from American composers. “Hyperion Plays Piano: The Great Keyboard
Classics” is a 90-minute special airing on PBS stations
countrywide. General Manager of Classical 95.5
KHFM Brent Stevens will host.
Tickets for this fundraiser are $60 per person,

available at holdmyticket.com or by calling Hold
My Ticket at (505) 886-1251. Group discounts and
student-rush tickets also are available.

OCTOBER
Chamber Music Albuquerque begins the month
with a concert at 3 p.m. on Oct. 5 at Simms Center
for the Arts (Albuquerque Academy) by Anne Akiko
Meyers. Meyers is a solo violinist and recording artist. Call 268-1990 or visit chambermusicalbuquerque.
com for tickets.
Voices entertain us this month with the season
launch of the New Mexico Symphonic Chorus
singing Benjamin Britten and Mozart on Sunday,
Oct. 19, at 3 p.m. at First United Methodist Church.
Tickets range from $20 to $45, with a gala fundraiser
at Artichoke Café after the concert for $95 per person.
Enjoy the concert and a four-course dinner with wine
pairings (nmschorus.org).
We reported on the New World Premiere of
“Hamlet (Amleto)” with an interview with Anthony
Barrese, music director of Opera Southwest. Barrese
unearthed Franco Faccio’s 1865 opera and reconstituted the score to bring this magnificent production
to the National Hispanic Cultural Center. There will
be just three performances—Oct. 26, 31 and Nov.
2—and tickets are on sale at operasouthwest.org or
(505) 243-0591.

DANCE/MUSIC
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They’re Going ‘Gaga’ at Keshet

BY NATE MAXSON

Gagi Dagon

By christine Vigil

D

uring the week of August 25-30,
Keshet Center for the Arts will host
guest artist Amy Morrow of the Tel
Aviv-based Batsheva Dance Company,
for a week of dance workshops. A
certified practitioner and teacher of the
“Gaga” method, Morrow will present the
workshops in two formats: Gaga/Dancer
and Gaga/People.
Gaga/Dancer is open to professional
dancers and dance students. Gaga/People
is open to the general public, for any age,
anyone without previous experience.
Gaga classes build upon structured
movement improvisations designed
to heighten awareness of physical
sensations, encourage comprehensive
exploration of movement tasks, and
engage the imagination through the
body’s natural mechanics.
Keshet’s Artistic Director Shira
Gaga/Dancer and Gaga/People
workshops will be held at Keshet
Center for the Arts, 4121 Cutler Ave
NE. For more information or to register
for workshops call 224-9808 or visit
keshetdance.org.

MONDAY, AUGUST 25-THURSDAY,
AUGUST 28
GAGA/DANCER WORKSHOP

For trained dancers of all ages.
11 am-2 pm, $15 per day drop-in fee or
$50 for 4-day workshop package.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30
GAGA/PEOPLE WORKSHOP
All are welcome, no dance
experience necessary.
1:30-2:30 pm, $10 drop-in fee.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30
“Mr. Gaga”

Performance/Showing and Advanced
Screening of segments from the
upcoming Film, “Mr. Gaga” documenting the life and work of Ohad Naharin
and the Batsheva Dance Company,
followed by a question and answer
session with Amy Morrow.
3 pm, Free and open to the public.

Greenberg describes the popular
technique as an “organic movement in
which we become aware of our physical
being and naturally connect with the
people around us – Gaga comes from
the inside out.”
Gaga originates from the belief in the
healing, dynamic, ever-changing power of
movement. It is a new way of gaining selfknowledge and self-awareness through the
body, improving instinctive movement and
connecting conscious and unconscious
movement. It provides a framework for
strengthening the body and increasing flexibility, stamina and agility, while engaging
the senses and the imagination.
When seeking partnerships like this
one with Batsheva, Greenberg looks
for presenters who share her belief that
art should be an accessible means of
socio-cultural expression. A constant
figure in the local contemporary dance
landscape, Greenberg has created
numerous opportunities for U.S. and
Israeli-based students and professionals to engage in cultural exchange. By
continually engaging working artists
from communities around the world,
Greenberg and Keshet are encouraging
an open dialogue about the current state
and future of performing arts within our
local dance community.
Reflecting the change in form that
characterized so much of the era’s
artwork, the Batsheva Dance Company
was founded as a repertory company in
1964, with modern dance pioneer Martha Graham as its first artistic advisor.
Celebrating 50 years in 2014, Batsheva
acts as a vehicle for expression for all
artists seeking to expand the traditional
academic notion of dance only as fine
art, into a broader definition that simply
involves movement.
The company’s current director, Ohad
Naharin, is hailed as one of the world’s
pre-eminent contemporary dance choreographers. Naharin also has emerged
as a growing force in the larger field of
movement practices for all.
Christine Vigil writes about dance for
ABQ Free Press.

Bear In Heaven’s 4th album “Time
Is Over One Day Old” is a fascinating
electro-pop record. Not content to
stick with a single theme or sound,
they freely explore every bit of
electronic noise, dance music and
groove that they can sink their teeth
into. Lead singer Philpot has a voice
straight out of what we thought the
future would be like circa 1985, intoning “Take it easy, Lazarus my love”
on opening track “Autumn,” sounding for all the world like Michael
Hutchins come back from the dead.
Standout track “If I Were To Lie”
borrows the hook from The BeeGees
“Stayin’ Alive” and name-checks the
song in the lyrics. Bear In Heaven
wear their influences on their sleeves
and that’s alright because, unlike a
lot of DJs and electronic musicians,
they were born to ramble. This record
showcases them doing that to occasionally show-stopping effect.

BY RICHARD OYAMA

music video as well.
The lyrics aren’t that different with
singer Britt Daniels’ joie de vive in full
display singing “I don’t make time for
holy rollers” as the closest thing the
song has to a chorus. That’s the thing
about this record that sets it apart,
the choruses that Spoon used to rely
on like clockwork seem to be either
nonexistent or minimalist beats.
There’s expansiveness to this
record, like an echo chamber. The
song “Knock Knock Knock” sounds
like Randy Newman beamed out of
a satellite. Spoon has shot off into
unknown territory, not bad for a band
that’s been around since Nirvana
was at the top of the charts. So music
lovers, let’s make ourselves a promise
to not take such a great act’s constant
brilliance for granted because they’re
not quite all we’ve got – but they
might just be the best.
They Want My Soul is available now on
Loma Vista records.

Checking All of
the Above

“C

old Sweat” didn’t sound like anything else on the
radio in 1967. As a camp counselor that summer,
I volunteered as DJ at the weekly dances. Aretha
Franklin and Otis Redding were my favorite soul singers, but James Brown was the sound of contemporary
urban America. He and his airtight band locked into the
groove, the one, and drummed the funk up inside the
body. Director Tate Taylor’s “Get On Up” conjures that
volcanic spirit.
The biopic can be a formulaic genre with its narrative
of rise, fall and redemption. The story’s contours are
known to the celebrity’s fan base, so it appeals to an
industry that is risk averse and bottom-line minded.
Verisimilitude is a prerequisite in today’s biopic: Jamie
Foxx is Ray Charles, Joaquin Phoenix is Johnny Cash,
Robert De Niro is Jake LaMotta. In a media-savvy,
image-saturated world, we want, if not the real thing,
then as close to it as we can get.
Remarkably, Chadwick Boseman (“42”) exudes
James Brown’s strutting, bantam confidence and husky
timbre. The film isn’t a hagiographical job but alludes
to Brown’s spousal abuse, drug use, prison time (for
stealing a suit) and his autocratic hand with band members. Unlike more conventional bio-pics, “Get On Up”
scrambles time sequence in nonlinear style to suggest
how Brown embodied both his spectacular success and
the violent memories that may have both haunted and
goaded him to that height.
On occasion, Brown breaks through the fourth wall in
Brechtian manner, speaking directly to the audience. It’s a
fitting technique for a character whose command is regal.
James Brown’s performances had a ritualistic quality to
them, the Sun King draped in a cloak by his servant.
At the core of “Get On Up” is a buddy movie, the

partnership between Brown and band mate Bobby Byrd
(played by Nelsan Ellis, “True Blood”) whom he first
meets in prison, singing with a gospel ensemble. The
friendship between Brown and Byrd is brotherly, unequal
and complex. That, too, is welcome in a cinema where
too often representations of black males lapse into the
stereotype of bestial savage. However, the principal female roles, Brown’s mother, Susie (Viola Davis), and his

second wife, DeeDee (Jill Scott), are unflattering, while
Octavia Spencer as Aunt Honey is a strong matriarch
figure borrowed from the mists of filmic history.
Scriptwriters Jez Butterworth and John-Henry Butterworth wrote some delicious lines. Brown, performing
at a ski chalet before an all-white audience, describes it
as a “honky hoedown.” He tells an interviewer that the
singer has “got to fill the song with something.”
Some may quibble with the portrayal of iconic rock
‘n’ roll figures in the film, but how do you imitate the
inimitable? Well, you cannot do more than hope to
articulate their essence, like translating a poem into
another language. Brandon Smith as Little Richard
does that superbly.
The movie should lose the pretentious inter-titles,
which instruct the viewer only how to interpret the film’s
“chapters.” After all, this isn’t exactly Godard.
According to bandleader Peewee Ellis, the horn
line in “Cold Sweat” was based on Miles Davis’s “So
What.” It wasn’t a huge crossover hit like “Papa’s Got a
Brand New Bag” or “I Feel Good,” but some judge it the
first funk song. Brown’s special genius was to absorb
influences such as Louis Jordan and Little Richard,
fuse gospel preachment with rhythm and blues, and
fashion a riff-based, horn-augmented, blood-curdling
soul music that caught the ear of Sly Stone, Davis and
countless hip-hop samplers, mining the motherlode of
all beats, the Godfather of Soul, the Hardest Working
Man in Show Business, Soul Brother Number One,
James Brown.
Richard Oyama is a poet and freelance writer. His novel, “A
Riot Goin’ On,” is forthcoming.

Music Briefs cont. from page 11

“Time Is Over One Day Old” is available
now on Easter Developments Records.

Spoon Wants Your
Soul

Spoon has been, for approximately
the past 20 years, one of the most
consistently entertaining rock bands
around. To some extent this might
be detrimental to their reputation,
because music fans will take a band
like that for granted and then turn
on them for changing up their sound
late into the game. But make no
mistake: Spoon was, is and will be
for a very long time, very good. Their
new record “They Want My Soul”
is further proof of their inimitable
skill. But here’s the capper, they have
changed their sound here, perhaps
radically. The opener “Rent I Pay” still
sounds like vintage Spoon, all groove
and droll sneer. It’s on the second
track “Inside Out” that they change
up the game with hip hop beat, soft
electronic pulsing and a harp solo.
There is also an appropriately trippy
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One Nation under a Groove: ‘Get On Up’

Music Briefs
Ursine Afterlife

FILM

Local band Pray For Brain’s new
record “None Of The Above” falls
into that peculiar style of music that
might be considered progressive if
not for how few instruments there
are playing. There are only the
three: upright bass, drums and guitar
(though sometimes guitarist Mustafa
Stefan Dill does also play the oud).
That’s it though, no overdubs and not
too many effects. The trio treats it like
classic jazz.
Instrumental music, like the opposite of poetry, puts much more
weight on the music because of the
lack of words. Each member of this
cont. on page 12

group comes across as having a very
distinct voice and the combining of
the band does some surprising things.
The strings are used for surf rock and
bluegrass on standout tracks “Sufisurf” and “Bhangrabilly;” they blend
genres here easily.
But don’t confuse their technical
prowess for soulless Satriani-like
noodling because that’s far from the
case. Every song here has heart and
rhythm. Pray For Brain is in town
right now after having been gone
for a few years, so get to one of their
shows if you can. They’re righteously
unique.
“None Of The Above” is available now on
7D media.

A Life of Crime

Detroit native’s Turn To Crime first
album “Can’t Love” came out last
month, and now they’ve released a
music video for the title track and it’s

a doozy. First the song itself, there’s
that BEAT. It’s industrial, metal on
metal or a door slamming. It plays
through the whole thing along with a
shoegaze-esque guitar and lead singer
Derrick Stanton’s singing. Of the latter
it’s curious, the chorus amounts to
him repeating that he “can’t love”
over and over which ought to make
for a rather trite sentiment but it ends
up taking on a hypnotic, anti-love,
Supremes quality. In cases like this,
the emotional affectation of the voice
overtakes the lyrics as the primary
focus. The video hammers this primitiveness home with melancholy shots
of Detroit during the winter. He says
“I don’t want good times and I don’t
want sunshine” as the partygoers
hop around mindlessly and our lone
Detroiter runs through the snow. He
means it, too.
A “Life of Crime” is available now on
Mug & Boop records and the video for the
song “Can’t Love” is on YouTube.

Afrobeat at a
Crossroads

With the exception of Fela Kuti himself, most Americans probably know
this music through the likes of Paul
Simon and Peter Gabriel. However
talented the both of them are, their
records that utilized Afrobeat styles
were not representative of it. This
record is.

Afrobeat has a lot in common with
Bossa Nova, there are horns and
drums and jazz-guitar aplenty here
but there are also slices of electronic
dance music strewn throughout. This
is busy instrumental music; every
sound moves inside it like a Rube
Goldberg contraption. This music has
a pulse, it’s alive and to hear it is to
hear every part of it breathing.
Amusingly enough, “No Discount,”
the new record by West African/
Brooklyn, N.Y. improvisarios Zongo
Junction, who started off their career
as a Fela Kuti cover band, is nothing
like what most Americans would expect from the music we call Afrobeat.

“No Discount” is available now on
Electric Cowbell records.
Nate Maxson is an Albuquerque poet and
performance artist.

THEATER
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Max Evans Recalls Decades-long Friendship

Murder, Madness, Musicals and Melodrama Mark
This Year’s Theater Season

BY WOLF SCHNEIDER

A

closed the bar. I was going back to stay with him at
his place in Malibu. He loaded a case of his favorite
beer, Heineken, in his trunk. Then he saw a pistol
in there. He said, “Let’s just see if either of us can
shoot anymore.”
He threw a bottle up and fired at it. Of course he
missed it and it splattered all over, glass all over
the parking lot. I was sure the cops were going to
come and take us to prison forever. He claimed he
hit two of them. I don’t think he ever hit one. He let
me fire once. We drove out of there. He claimed he
was making a little circle around all that glass, and
evidently he did because we didn’t have a flat tire
and drove all the way to Malibu.

lbuquerque author Max Evans is putting the
finishing touches on his new memoir, “Goin’
Crazy with Sam Peckinpah and All Our Friends”
(UNM Press), due out this fall and co-written with
Robert Nott. It’s all about Evans’s friendship with the
rough-edged director of “The Wild Bunch.”
Q: How did you meet Peckinpah?

Rick Galli

Stephanie Hainsfurther

Left: “The Drowning Girls” tells a suspenseful tale from the viewpoint of a serial killer’s wife-victims. Lauren Myers (left) and Amelia Ampuero of Duke City Repertory Company play two of the three women. Right: Rehearsals ramp up for “One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest,” opening August 29 at Albuquerque Little Theatre. Mark Hisler plays Randle Patrick McMurphy, and Joni Chapman Lloyd is Nurse Ratched.
BY STEPHANIE HAINSFURTHER

S

going before buying tickets.
In another regional premiere, FUSION will render
mall, plucky theater companies tend to take on
It’s the 85th anniversary season for Albuquerque Little
“Year of the Rooster,” in which one of the actors plays
challenges bigger than they are, and that’s why we
Theatre, and they have their usual fun, well-done lineup
cock-of-the-walk Odysseus Rex, a fighting rooster pitted
love them. Nine-member Duke City Repertory Theatre is
of shows for all. First up is “One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s
against a feather-shaking foe. People invented cocktackling “The Drowning Girls” as its first play of the new
Nest,” an adaptation of the Ken Kesey book, directed
fighting, so there are human characters as well.
season. It’s the tragic tale of a serial killer’s victims told
FUSION’s romance with Sharr White (playwright of last by William R. Stafford. Nurse Ratched and McMurphy
by the women he married and then drowned.
year’s “The Other Place”) continues with “Annapurna,” in go head-to-head in this well-known drama. Check the
“The story itself is a bit shocking, but how the story
theater’s website for ratings.
which a man and a woman have a final showdown after
is told is what’s most fascinating about this play,” said
Up next is “Grease” (October-November), headlining
a 20-year separation. Another Irish play, “The New ElecLauren Myers, a DCRT member who plays one of the
tric Ballroom” by multi-award winning Enda Walsh, about a roster of musicals including the ALT perennial “White
wives. “The suspense, intrigue and drama doesn’t come
Christmas” (December), “The King and I” (Februarythree sisters and a friend, is billed as a comedy but is
from the act itself — a man marrying three separate
March), and “Spamalot” (May-June). Suspense fans will
hardly shy about honing the edge of truth and stabbing
women and drowning them all in a bathtub — but how
relish the courtroom tension in “Anatomy of a Murder”
you in the eye with it. As always, FUSION wraps it up
these women reconcile the events leading up to it.”
(January). “Noises Off” could hit just the right funny,
The story is true: Bigamist George Joseph Smith even- with “The Seven: Short Works Festival,” its 10th annual,
10-minute playwriting competition for original works from frivolous note for spring (April); it’s a farce about theater
tually was convicted in the “Brides in the Bath Murders”
folk and their foibles.
all over the world.
in England in the early 20th century and was hung for
The Adobe Theater’s new season starts late, in DePlease note that FUSION’s season takes place at The
them at Maidstone Prison in 1915. He would prey on
cember, with “Forbidden Broadway.” That show will be
Cell and other venues, so be sure to know where you’re
lonely women of means, marry them, kill them and take
a sellout for the 90-seat theater on Fourth
the money left to him in their wills.
Street NW, so it’s not too early to score
“I really think it’s going to blow away our
OUTSIDE MULLINGAR
AUGUST 29-SEPTEMBER 14
some tickets. In the meantime, go see
audiences,” Myers said.
FUSION Theatre Company at various
ONE FLEW OVER THE
“Nickel and Dimed,” a play adapted from
DCRT’s season includes one play, “George
venues, above. Times and prices vary.
CUCKOO’S NEST
Barbara Ehrenreich’s book and directed by
Orwell’s Animal Farm,” that will tour local
Call 766-9412, or go to FUSIONabq.
Brian Hansen. Subtitled “On Not Getting
schools before its two-weekend run at The
Albuquerque Little Theatre, 224 San
org for details.
By in America,” the book detailed her
Cell Theatre. Not content to take on dead
Pasquale SW
experiences undercover as a member of
women and animals, the actors also will play
Friday-Saturday 7:30 pm, Sunday
SEPTEMBER 12-OCTOBER 5
the working poor. The play asks: “Can a
7-year-old children in “All I Want for Christ2 pm, Thursday Sept. 11 7:30 pm,
NICKEL AND DIMED
$20-22, 242-4750,
55-year-old woman live on $7 an hour?”
mas is My Two Front Teeth,” and four of them
albuquerquelittletheatre.org
and introduces real-life characters whose
will interpret more than 150 characters in
Adobe Theater, 9813 Fourth St NW
ongoing financial and personal struggles
next spring’s “The 39 Steps.”
Friday-Saturday 8 pm, Sunday 2 pm,
SEPTEMBER 11-18
will make you very, very angry.
FUSION Theatre Company begins its new
$13-15, 898-9222, adobetheater.org
The Cell Theatre, 700 First St NW
The Adobe rounds out the current season
season, titled “Below Skin Deep: Plays that
with “The Member of the Wedding,” from
Etch the Mind, Heart and Soul.” Don’t let the
SEPTEMBER 20-21
OCTOBER 2-12
The Historic Rio Grande Theatre,
the movingly written Carson McCullers
tagline scare you away, as the season starts
THE DROWNING GIRLS
211 N Main St, Las Cruces
coming-of-age-in-the-Deep-South novel,
with “Outside Mullingar,” a romantic comedy
Duke City Repertory Theatre, The Cell
directed by James Cady.
by John Patrick Shanley, the author of “Doubt”
SEPTEMBER 25
Theatre, 700 First St NW
and the screenplay for “Moonstruck.” Yes, it’s
KiMo Theatre, 421 Central NW
Thursday-Saturday 8 pm, Sunday 2
Stephanie Hainsfurther is associate editor for
an Irish play so it is bittersweet and soulful but
SEPTEMBER 27
pm, 797-7081, dukecityrep.com
ABQ Free Press. Reach her at
also a lot of laughs. FUSION is presenting the
The Lensic Performing Arts Center,
stephanie@freeabq.com.
play’s national regional premiere after ending
211 W San Francisco St, Santa Fe
its Broadway run in March.

A: He had this little western that made him famous,
“Ride the High Country.” He called my young agent
who was really impressed easily and said, “I want to
meet the s.o.b. who wrote ‘The Hi Lo Country.’” My
agent called me in Taos, all excited. I said I didn’t
know who he was. He said, “You don’t who Sam
Peckinpah is? My God, you don’t know anything.
He’s the hottest young director in the world. He’s
going to send you a ticket. He wants you to come
out and meet with him about that book.”
So I arrived and met him at a Polynesian restaurant over by Warner Bros. My God, we started
drinking at noon and closed the bar down at 2 a.m.
We had a lot in common. His grandfather and father
had been ranchers and a judge. My grandfather was
a rancher and a judge. So, that was 53 years ago.
We had a quarter-of-a-century friendship. Not many
people ended up lasting friends with him. He was
kind of hard to take a lot of times.
Q: How did he influence you, and how did you
influence him?

A: We both liked the transitional West. Transitions
create friction. That was the main thing. I don’t know
if I influenced him but I could out-drink him after
about 12 hours.

Q: What’s the craziest thing you ever did with him?
A: Well, we were drinking at a bar at a motel where
I was living on Sunset Boulevard one night, and we

Book Briefs
For Filmgoers and Mystery Fans:

Death by Hitchcock
by Elissa D. Grodin

A physics professor attempts to solve the death
of a film student in this first novel by Grodin, the
wife of actor Charles Grodin and daughter of AMC
Theaters founder Stanley Durwood. Bunny Baldwin
is strangled on the opening night of the Cushing
College Hitchcock Film Festival. Nobody liked
her, and everybody has an alibi. Professor Edwina
Goodwin and Detective Will Tenney take on weird,
movie-related clues and each other in this wellreceived mystery with many popular film references
by a Hollywood insider.

Burning down the house:

The Arsonist
by Sue Miller

This novel is a definite summer read. The summer
people are back in Pomeroy, N.H., and resentment is
high among the townies. Frankie Rowley has a recent
past she wants to forget, so she moves into the family

Q: What did you work on together?

SATURDAY, AUGUST 30
FRIENDS CELEBRATE MAX EVANS

Bookworks, 4022 Rio Grande Blvd NW
A birthday bash for Max on his 90th.
3 pm, Free, 344-8139, bkwrks.com

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
MAX EVANS BOOK SIGNING

Treasure House Books & Gifts, 2012 S Plaza NW, Old Town
Max Evans will sign “Max Evans and a Few Friends: The 90th
Birthday Book” published by Rio Grande Press, on Saturday,
August 30 at 3 p.m. at Bookworks. Edited by Ollie Reed Jr.,
Slim Randles and Ruth E. Francis; about 25 of Evans’s friends
contributed to the book, including local writers Jim Belshaw,
Sherri Burr and Don Bullis. Proceeds from book sales will be
donated to Animal Humane New Mexico.
2 pm, Free, 242-7204

home to chill for a while. There, she witnesses her
parents going through epic changes of their own.
When someone sets a series of fires at the summer
homes, the owner of the town newspaper investigates. He and Frankie have an affair; both have
torched relationships in the past and are trying not
to repeat the same patterns.
Fair warning: This book is not a mystery. It’s about
family generations, meaningful work, love and the
deep divisions that keep us from one another.

Coming in October from UNM Press:

A Carol Dickens Christmas
by Thomas Fox Averill

Her son’s going off to college, her husband wants
to sell everything and move, a disabled friend
just fell in love with her, and the dog is dying. No
wonder Carol Dickens is holding on by her fingernails. She takes refuge in cooking Victorian meals
inspired by Dickens. All we can think of is gruel, but
this book promises sumptuous recipes to cook for
ourselves and real-life problems for Carol to solve.
It’s not too early to choose holiday gifts, and this
novel could be a great one for the right person. To
make your gift-giving extra personal, Thomas Fox
Averill, author also of “Secrets of the Tsil Café,” will

A: He would get blackballed. The industry would get
mad at him. So he would do under-the-table scripts
for cash. I would go out and work with him on those.
And he bought options to “The Hi Lo Country” again
and again.
Q: You were friends mostly in the ‘60s and ‘70s?
A: Yes, up until his death in 1984. He called me and
told me he was going down to Mexico to see this
Mexican actress he loved rather passionately. He
went to Mexico. He had a heart attack down there.
Q: Why’d you write this book now?

A: I’ve been wanting to do it for years. I’ve got a
busted old hand from my misspent youth and I
decided I’d find a professional writer to dictate to. I
asked ol’ Robert Nott of Santa Fe if he would like to
write a book with me. And it worked.
			
Wolf Schneider interviews authors for ABQ Free Press
and can be followed on Twitter @wolfschneider1.

sign books in Albuquerque at 7 p.m. on Thursday,
Oct. 2, at Bookworks; at 2 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 3, in
Taos at Moby Dickens Bookstore; and at 5 p.m., Oct.
4, at op.cit books in Santa Fe.

Sophie’s House of Cards
by Sharon Oard Warner

Tarot cards, and just in time for Halloween. Sophie
is too young and unmarried to be pregnant, but she
is, as her mother, Peggy,
divines from a Tarot
spread. Mom also sees
what’s coming up next
and takes off. Known
for her ability to convey
the complex nature of
human life and emotions in her writing,
Oard Warner takes on
fate and its influence on
our lives. She teaches
English at UNM and
founded and directs the
Taos Summer Writers’
Conference.
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SEC Football Writer: MWC, Lobos are Bush League
BY GREGG DEWALT

W

e’re snobs in the South when it comes to college
football, and people hate us for it.
That’s the price the Southeastern Conference and its
fans pay for success. What’s worse is, we gloat about it.
Nobody does college football better than the SEC.
Not the Big Ten. Not the ACC. Not the Big 12 or the
Pac-12, and certainly not the Mountain West Conference. And certainly not the University of New Mexico.
It might be some brand of football you play out there,
but it’s definitely not the big-boy type played in the
almighty SEC, whose teams are filled with 4- and 5-star
recruits. Last I checked, the Lobos had a combined
two-year record of 7-18.
Look, let me tell you how football works over here. The
SEC brings home national championships. Until Florida
State of the ACC shocked Auburn in the closing seconds
of the BCS championship game in January, the SEC had
The University of New Mexico football team was scheduled to break camp Aug. 15
a seven-game national championship winning streak.
after spending the better part of two weeks in Ruidoso. The team opens its regular
The state of Alabama, which features the top college
season on Aug. 30 at University Stadium against the University of Texas at El Paso.
football rivalry in the country – that would be Auburn vs.
Alabama for you people who paint your faces, bark and
Top (Tennessee’s fight song) and Uga IX (Georgia’s bulldog
call yourselves The Red Menace – had won four in a row.
mascot). And the Lobos? A guy in a moth-eaten wolf outfit.
Florida (2) and LSU (1) owned the others.
Before Auburn home games, an eagle soars into the
That’s a lot of crystal footballs. Don’t be surprised
stadium and lands at midfield. After Auburn victories,
if the next one comes at the end of this season. Four
fans head downtown to “roll” the oaks at Toomer’s
teams from the SEC – Alabama, Auburn, LSU and South
Corner. Well, at least they did until a crazed Alabama
Carolina – have legitimate shots at qualifying for the final
fan killed the trees with poison and then called a sports
four in the new playoff system. Can’t say that about the
talk show to gloat about it. Anything that fanatical
Mountain West or the Lobos, can you? Woof woof woof.
happen in the MWC lately?
The SEC features a collection of the best college
Football is 24/7/365 in the SEC. Only three things
coaches in the country. Nick Saban has four national titles
matter to its fans – the season when real games are
on his resume, each coming while coaching in the SEC.
played, recruiting and spring practice. Did you know
He got his first one at LSU and now has created a college
that in 2010 and 2011, more than 90,000 fans showed
football monster at Alabama with three more. Alabama
up for – wait for it – Alabama’s spring game?
fans, who love to scream “Roll Tide” at anyone and
And how about those fans? In a town of 555,000, the
everyone, are proud of their team and are quick to point
Lobos manage to fill about half the seats of University
out the Crimson Tide claims 15 national titles overall. Lobo
Stadium (capacity 39,224). In 2012, for the Auburn
fans apparently show their pride by staying home.
game, Alabama set an attendance record of 101,821.
By the way, there’s now a statue of Saban outside
That’s in a town of 93,000.
Bryant-Denny Stadium, and he’s not even retired yet. Has
The Mountain West will get three shots to take down
New Mexico given Bob Davie his own parking spot yet?
the SEC this season. Boise State travels to Atlanta to
Gene Chizik won the 2011 national championship at
play Ole Miss, Utah State pays a visit to Tennessee,
Auburn and was fired two years later. His replacement,
and San Jose State will head east to play at Auburn.
Gus Malzahn, took the Tigers to last year’s championThose teams likely will go home with a hefty payship game and came within 13 seconds of extending
check in their pocket and a loss on their resume. For
the SEC’s string of titles to eight. That’s how quickly
the SEC, that’s just business as usual.
teams rebuild in the SEC. Winless in the conference
one year; in the championship game the next. How’s
Gregg Dewalt is the senior sports editor at the Times Daily
that Lobo rebuild coming? You’ve been rebuilding
and Decatur Daily in Alabama. Contact him at
since, what, 1997, or is it 1964?
gregg.dewalt@TimesDaily.com.
The SEC has the Swamp (Florida’s stadium) and the
Grove (Ole Miss’ pre- and postgame hangout). It has Rocky

Who Invented Casino Coupons? Cont. from page 12
through Thursday, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. six names are
called each hour. Each of the six wins $150 in free
play. On Friday, Saturday and Sunday, six names are
called each hour, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. Each of the six
wins $150 in cash.
Sandia gives away an extra $10,000 in cash to one
winner on Friday and Saturday between 6 and 9 p.m.
On Sunday, between 4 and 7 p.m., another $10,000
is handed out. All of the drawings are “Hot Seat”
events. Just be playing your favorite slot and hope to
be announced.
Isleta Resort & Casino is giving away a “Day’s

Pay, a Week’s Pay, a Month’s Pay, and a Year’s Pay.”
Every Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Sunday this
month two names are called, every two hours from 2
to 8 p.m. Each winner receives $250 – call it a “day’s
pay.”
On Sept. 1, drawings will be held from 2 to 7
p.m. to win a week’s pay ($1,000) or a month’s pay
($4,000). The finale comes at 7 p.m. when a year’s
pay will be awarded, plus a 2014 Jeep Unlimited.
Bill Previtti is a marketing consultant to several
Albuquerque-area casinos.

NEWS/SPORTS
How Ebola Kills Cont. from page 11
All of these vaccines are based on generating an
immune response against one particular Ebola
protein, the glycoprotein (GP), which is on the outer
part of the virus and is responsible for binding to
and entering cells to begin infection. My work is
focusing on modifying the GP for use in vaccines in
order to generate a more effective immune response
that also might be useful against multiple Ebola
species. I also am studying vaccine development for
other related viruses.
Q: You don’t work in one of those level-four
containment rooms with full protective gear?

A: No, not anymore. There are only a handful of labs
in the United States that have the facilities to safely
work on live Ebola virus. In other research facilities,
like the one where I work, you can use safe, noninfectious pieces of the virus to do studies.
Q: If the world’s science and medical communities
succeed in containing this outbreak, what then?

A: While this outbreak eventually will be contained,
I think Ebola and related viruses are going to be a
global problem for the foreseeable future. My goal is
to continue collaborating with scientists across the
country and utilizing the strengths of each research
institution to study these viruses.
Funding for Ebola virus vaccine development and
drug treatment research in the United States over the
years has been provided by the National Institutes
of Health and the Department of Defense, including the Defense Threat Reduction Agency and the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Ebola and other hemorrhagic fever viruses are
global health concerns due to the lethality of the
virus and the lack of proven vaccines and drugs.
Also, these viruses were weaponized by the former
Soviet Union during the Cold War, so there are
bioweapons concerns as well.
Q: What are your thoughts regarding the debate
about using vaccines that have not been fully
vetted, for fear the Africans most likely to receive
them will see themselves as guinea pigs for
western Pharma?

A: It is difficult to test vaccines and drugs against Ebola
in humans, because infections are so rare. That is why
more work is done in animals. There have been some
instances of using experimental vaccines and drugs
in Ebola infection in humans, because the idea is that
not treating patients is likely consigning them to death
and that any safety risks of the vaccine or drug are
outweighed by the possible benefits of treatment.
This raises ethical concerns, especially when it
comes to treatment of U.S and non-U.S. individuals
with drugs provided by the United States.
On one hand, the United States doesn’t want to
be seen as treating only U.S. citizens. On the other
hand, the United States doesn’t want to be seen
as using African individuals as test subjects for
unproven treatments. It’s a difficult balance.

I think the reason for initially treating only American patients with experimental drugs, after proper
informed consent, is to bypass concerns about
inappropriately using non-U.S. patients. If there is
success caused by the treatments, then there can be
discussions on providing these treatments to the
governments of the affected countries.

